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Object Detection is a core task in computer vision and essential for many downstream tasks/ap-
plications such as robotics, self-driving cars, satellite image analysis, and e-commerce. In this
dissertation, I present a series of works on object detection, from efficient single-shot object
detection to improving image segmentation.
In the first part, I propose a series of works on Single-Shot Detection(SSD); SSD is widely
cited for speed performance and great potential for real-time applications. With this first work,
Single-Shot Detection, I demonstrates that classification and regression of object detection can be
performed directly without feature resampling. The proposed approach detects objects in an im-
age in a single convolution neural network. Additionally, the network combines prediction from
multiple feature maps with different resolutions to naturally handle objects of various sizes. In
the second work, Deconvolution Single-Shot Detection, I add a top-down connection introducing
additional contextual information to the current object detection framework and improving accu-
racy, especially for small objects. I developed the last work, Learning Mask To Improve Object
Detection, to increase the performance of the state-of-the-art single-shot detector, RetinaNet, in
three ways: integrating the instance mask prediction(the first single-shot detector to do so), creat-
ing an adaptive and more stable loss function, and including additional hard examples in training.
I named the resulting method RetinaMask; the detection component of RetinaMask has the same
computational cost as the original RetinaNet but is more accurate.
In the second part, I present a new operator called the Instance Mask Projection (IMP), which
projects the predicted instance segmentation as part of feature maps for semantic segmentation.
Our experiments show the effectiveness of IMP on both clothing parsing (with complex layer-
iii
ing, large deformations, and non-convex objects), and on street scene segmentation (with many
overlapping instances and small objects).
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Recognizing objects is a simple and straightforward task for a human; however, computers
do not perform this in the same way that a human does, thus the computer vision community has
spent many years on the creation of fast and reliable object detection frameworks. The earliest
instance of object detection was developed in 1963 [13], but it has taken the computer vision
community many years to build a first object detection for real-time applications.
In 2001, Paul Viola and Michael Jones [14] proposed the first competitive general object de-
tection framework capable of running at real-time speed. Its simple design also make it popular
in many applications. Since the first proposal, a dramatic improvement in object detection has oc-
curred every few years. In 2005, the Histograms of Oriented Gradient(HOG) [15] demonstrated
that the feature detector is reliable for the recognition of pedestrians; in 2010 the Deformable Part
Model [16] proposed that the object can be represented using mixtures of multiscale deformable
part models. This trend continues through now.
The year I began my Ph.D. program, 2014, was the most chaotic of times but also the best
of times in Computer Vision. In 2012, Alexander Krizhevsky had published AlexNet [17] and
the performance of the Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) astonished the computer vision
research community. CNNs easily outperformed the existing state-of-the-art methods on the 2012
ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge(ILSRVC)[18] classification task, at that
time the largest and most widely used academic benchmark. This inspired the research commu-
nity to start applying CNNs to different vision tasks, including object detection. Ross Girshick
published the R-CNN [19] framework, which used a two-step approach first to generate object
proposals and second to use CNN’s rich feature for the object classification and localization.
After this framework was developed, a series of works, including the Fast R-CNN [6], and the
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Faster R-CNN [20], were proposed to improve R-CNN’s accuracy and speed; these proposals
began the line of research which developed the foundation of deep-learning based two-stage ob-
ject detectors. Many state-of-the-art methods currently in existence are still based on the R-CNN
series, such as Mask R-CNN [4]. Although the R-CNN series have achieved many successes,
many questions remain concerning whether it is possible to create a simpler, more accurate and
faster object detector.
In 2016 we therefore proposed the single-stage deep-learning based object detector, SSD:
Single-Shot Multibox Detector(SSD), and described in Chapter 3. SSD was the first real-time
object detector capable of achieving competitive accuracy on object detection datasets, including
Pascal VOC [21], COCO [11], and ILSVRC [18]. SSD is different from two-stage detectors
principally because it generates the object detections in an image using a single CNN without any
feature re-pooling. SSD discretizes the output space of bounding boxes into a set of anchor boxes
over different aspect ratios and scales by feature map location. At prediction time, the network
generates scores for the presence of each object category in each default box and adjusts the box
to better match the object shape. The network also combines predictions from multiple feature
maps with different resolutions to naturally handle objects of different sizes. SSD is a specialized
version of the RPN which outputs the probability of individual classes instead of ”objectness”
scores.
However, although SSD successfully runs a prediction module on multiple layers, this multi-
scale prediction mechanism still has room for improvement. In Pascal VOC [21] and COCO [11],
the evaluation matrix shows that the accuracy of detected smaller objects is much lower than that
of detected medium/large objects. In multi-scale prediction scenarios, SSD uses feature layers
with higher resolution to predict small objects, but their feature presentation is weaker because
layers are relatively shallower in the CNN. To resolve this issue, I proposed a modified approach,
which was named Deconvolutional SSD(DSSD; this is described in Chapter 3.3), in which I
added a top-down connection from the deeper layers to the lower layers in a network. Another
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improvement is adding the use of a more complicated backbone network structures, ResNet [1],
to the SSD framework.
In 2017, RetinaNet [3] identified a key problem in single-shot detector frameworks, namely,
the extreme foreground-background class imbalance encountered during network training. After
reducing weights of the well-classified examples during training, RetinaNet showed that a single-
shot fashion detector can surpass even the accuracy of two-stage detectors. Unfortunately, since
then there has been no major improvement in single-shot detector frameworks. Although frame-
works have matured, we found that training processes can still be improved by adding an Instance
Segmentation task. I therefore proposed a new method for improving training, which I called
RetinaMask(described in Chapter 4), RetinaMask improves training in three ways: integrating
instance mask prediction in single-shot detectors(the first time this has been done), creating an
adaptive and more stable loss function, and including additional hard examples in the network’s
training. RetinaMask has the same computation cost as RetinaNet but is more accurate. The pro-
posed instance segmentation scenario also reduces the communication overhead between the
CPU and the CNN accelerator(GPU) more than Mask R-CNN [4] does.
My three proposed approaches set up SSD frameworks. SSD is currently widely used, from
embedded vision systems to internet applications. MobileNet [22] proposed the first efficient
network architecture for mobile devices and demonstrated an efficient mobile object detection
system using SSD for fast inference. SSD is included in the Google Tensorflow Object Detection
API [23], the Amazon MXNet API and used in Pinterest’s Visual Search service [24].
As object detection matured further in 2019, the research community began to focus on a
more advanced topic, instance segmentation, in which each object instance is detected and seg-
mented. Mask R-CNN [4] demonstrated an end-to-end training network and achieved a great
success in the COCO Instance Segmentation task. Panoptic Segmentation [25] was then intro-
duced to unify the typically distinctive tasks of semantic segmentation (in which a class label is
assigned to to each pixel) and instance segmentation. At this point, simply drawing bounding
boxes on detected objects proved insufficient. Currently, the research community expects that
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object detection should achieve a higher goal, namely, to segment the detected object and to coop-
erate with other vision tasks. A simple and straightforward solution is to combine these tasks into
a single CNN; we then expect that multi-tasking training will improve each task’s performance
through improved learning of the shared feature presentation. However, this does not always
work as expected.
In 2019, I presented a new operator, called Instance Mask Projection (IMP; described in
Chapter 5), which projects a predicted Instance Segmentation as a new feature for semantic seg-
mentation. It also supports back propagation, which makes it trainable in end-to-end fashion.
IMP uses the rich information from instance segmentation to enable the semantic segmentation
part of the network to focus on refining the boundary of segmentation and to generate much
cleaner results. Our experiments has demonstrated the effectiveness of IMP with respect to both
Clothing Parsing (including complex layering, large deformations, and non-convex objects), and
Street Scene Segmentation (which frequently includes many overlapping instances and small ob-
jects). This operator is not only powerful; it is also light-weight. Our experiments demonstrated
that the increased time it requires is negligible.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORKS
In this chapter, we review objection detection as well as recent developments in semantic
segmentation.
2.1 Object Detection
We review recent developments in object detection using two-stage and single-shot tech-
niques, general techniques for improving detection, and recent work on integrating instance mask
prediction into detection.
Two-Stage Detectors: Two-stage detectors follow a long line of reasoning in computer vision
concerning grouping and perception. They first propose potential object locations in an image-
region proposals-then apply a classifier to these regions to assign scores to potential detections.
Earlier sliding-window approaches encountered problems of scaling as the number of poten-
tial windows combined with the number of models became unmanageable [26, 27]. Selective
Search [28] allowed the more expensive and accurate bag-of-visual-words (BoVW) features to be
considered by using low-level vision to identify for evaluation a smaller number of potential lo-
cations. In R-CNN, a shift to the use of deep learning models was made [19]; R-CNN employed
a CNN to replace the BoVW, producing a significant accuracy improvement. SPPNet [29] in-
creased the speed of this process by using direct region pooling on the feature layers instead of
repetitive image cropping. Fast R-CNN [6] and Faster R-CNN [20] then further improved the
speed of the detection process and increased its accuracy by replacing the Selective Search with a
Regional Proposal Network. Faster R-CNN was also the first end-to-end trainable deep learning
model for object detection. R-FCN [2] used position-sensitive features and ROI-pooling to create
a fully convolutional network design.
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Single-Shot Detectors: Unlike two-stage detectors, single-shot detectors do not employ image
or feature re-sampling. OverFeat [30] and DeepMultiBox [31] were early examples of such de-
tectors. YOLO [7, 32] and SSD [33] then popularized the single-shot approach by demonstrating
models that ran in real-time with good accuracy. More recently, RetinaNet [3] proposed Focal
Loss to address the extreme class imbalance problem between target and background, and to
improve several SSD design aspects .
Techniques for Improving Detectors: Several techniques for improving detection apply to both
Single-Shot and Two-Stage Detectors. First, cleaner training data often helps achieve a faster con-
vergence and a higher final accuracy. Online Hard Negative Sampling [34] uses non-maximum
suppression (nms) during training to provide a diverse set of negative examples. Second, certain
model modifications add context information to the predictions. SSD [33] and MS-CNN [35]
both predict instances across feature layers of different resolutions. DSSD [36], the Feature Pyra-
mid Network [37] and TDN [38] combine feature layers in a top-down manner to enrich the
context of coarser features, strengthening the feature representation for better detection. Addi-
tional training information is also beneficial for detectors. For example, BlitzNet [39] augments
SSD with a semantic segmentation prediction branch, thereby combining these two tasks in a
single network and yielding higher detection accuracy.
Instance Segmentation: As object detection matured and demonstrated greater accuracy and
increased speed, the research community began to focus on the more detailed task of instance
segmentation. Instance segmentation generates a tight bounding box for each object, but requires
a pixel-level mask for that object. The COCO [11] dataset established a recognized benchmark
for this task by holding the Instance Segmentation Challenge beginning in 2015. Current state-
of-the-art instance segmentation approaches are based on two-stage detectors, adding an instance
mask prediction module after detection. MNC [40] breaks down the instance segmentation into
three stages, namely, object detection, class-agnostic mask prediction, and mask categorization.
FCIS [41] extends the idea of R-FCN [2] by using position-sensitive score maps for mask predic-
tion. The recent Mask R-CNN [4] identifies the core issue for mask prediction in ROI pooling
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box misalignment, which results from pooling box quantization over the coarse feature scale; bi-
linear interpolation is introduced in its ROI-Align module to resolve this issue. Mask R-CNN has
been further improved in the Path Aggregation Network [42] by using the ROI-Align operation
on multiple feature layers to aggregate better features for instance segmentation.
2.2 Semantic Segmentation
Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [43] have been the foundation for many recent semantic
segmentation models. FCN uses convolution layers to output the semantic segmentation results
directly. Most current semantic segmentation approaches can be roughly categorized into two
types, either dilated convolution or encoder-decoder based methods. We describe each, and graph-
ical model enhancements below.
Dilated Convolution: Dilated convolution [44, 45] increases the dilation of kernels to learn
larger receptive fields with fewer convolutions, producing large benefits in semantic segmentation
tasks where a long range context is useful. Thus, many recent approaches [46, 47, 48, 49] have
incorporated this method. The Deformable Convolution Network [50] takes this idea one step
further by learning to predict the sampling area to improve the convolution performance instead
of using a fixed geometric structure.
Encoder-Decoder Architecture: SegNet [51] and U-NET [52] proposed the addition of a de-
coder stage to upsample the feature resolution and produce higher resolution semantic segmenta-
tions. Encoder-decoder frameworks have also been widely adopted in other localization related
areas of computer vision, such as Facial Landmark Prediction [53], Human Key Point Detec-
tion [54], Instance Segmentation [55], and Object Detection [37, 36].
Graphical Models: Although deep learning approaches have improved the results of semantic
segmentation dramatically, the outputted result is often still not sharp enough. One common
approach for alleviating these issues is to apply a CRF-based approach to make the output more
aligned with the color differences. Fully connected CRF [46, 56], and Domain Transform [57]
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are two such approaches that can be trained with neural networks in an end-to-end manner. Soft
Segmentation [58] combines high-level semantic information with low-level texture and color
features to carefully construct a graph structure, the corresponding Laplacian matrix and its
eigenvectors of which reveal the semantic objects and the soft transitions between them. Soft
segments can then be generated using eigen decomposition. However, although using graphical
models may improve the alignment of the prediction boundary with the color differences, it may
also cause small objects to disappear due to excessive smoothing. Further, these methods all rely
on good semantic segmentation results.
2.2.1 Combined Detection & Semantic Segmentation
In part due to newly released datasets, such as COCO-Stuff [59], research has increased
on the integration of object detection/instance segmentation and semantic segmentation in a
single network. Panoptic Segmentation [25] proposed a single evaluation metric to integrate
instance segmentation and semantic segmentation. Following these efforts, Panoptic FPN [5]
showed that the FPN architecture can easily integrate both tasks in one network trained end-to-
end. Blitznet [39], an earlier application, also demonstrated that both tasks can be improved
in multitask training. UPSNet [60] is an improved version of Panoptic FPN [5] which uses a
projected instance mask (similar to our instance mask projection) stacked with semantic segmen-
tation outputs to make decisions about which type of prediction (an instance mask or semantic
segmentation) to use at each location. This decision is made using softmax (without learning).
Our approach instead uses the projected instance masks in an orthogonal improvement as features
to improve semantic segmentation.
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CHAPTER 3: SSD: SINGLE-STAGE MULTIBOX DETECTOR
In this chapter, we present the SSD: Single-Stage MultiBox Detector which using a single
deep neural network without any feature re-sampling. SSD is simple relative to the two-stage
methods that require object propose and encapsulates all the computation in a single network.
Because of characteristic, SSD has the elegant reference process and can run at real-time speed.
The accuracy of SSD is competitive to the methods utilizing an additional object proposal.
3.1 SSD Framework
In this section, we describes the SSD framework for detection (Section 3.1.1) and the asso-
ciated training methodology (Section 3.1.2). Afterwards, Section 3.2 presents dataset-specific
model details and experimental results.
3.1.1 Model
The SSD approach is based on a feed-forward convolutional network that produces a fixed-
size collection of bounding boxes and scores for the presence of object class instances in those
boxes, followed by a non-maximum suppression step to produce the final detections. The early
network layers are based on a standard architecture used for high quality image classification
(truncated before any classification layers), which we will call the base network1. We then add
auxiliary structure to the network to produce detections with the following key features:
Multi-scale feature maps for detection We add convolutional feature layers to the end of the
truncated base network. These layers decrease in size progressively and allow predictions of
1 We use the VGG-16 network as a base, but other networks should also produce good results.
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(a) Image with GT boxes (b) 8× 8 feature map (c) 4× 4 feature map
loc : ∆(cx, cy, w, h)
conf : (c1, c2, · · · , cp)
Figure 3.1: SSD framework. (a) SSD only needs an input image and ground truth boxes for
each object during training. In a convolutional fashion, we evaluate a small set (e.g. 4) of default
boxes of different aspect ratios at each location in several feature maps with different scales (e.g.
8 × 8 and 4 × 4 in (b) and (c)). For each default box, we predict both the shape offsets and the
confidences for all object categories ((c1, c2, · · · , cp)). At training time, we first match these
default boxes to the ground truth boxes. For example, we have matched two default boxes with
the cat and one with the dog, which are treated as positives and the rest as negatives. The model
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Figure 3.2: A comparison between two single shot detection models: SSD and YOLO [7]. Our
SSD model adds several feature layers to the end of a base network, which predict the offsets to
default boxes of different scales and aspect ratios and their associated confidences. SSD with a
300 × 300 input size significantly outperforms its 448 × 448 YOLO counterpart in accuracy on
VOC2007 test while also improving the speed.
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detections at multiple scales. The convolutional model for predicting detections is different for
each feature layer (cf Overfeat[30] and YOLO[7] that operate on a single scale feature map).
Convolutional predictors for detection Each added feature layer (or optionally an existing fea-
ture layer from the base network) can produce a fixed set of detection predictions using a set of
convolutional filters. These are indicated on top of the SSD network architecture in Figure 3.2.
For a feature layer of size m× n with p channels, the basic element for predicting parameters of a
potential detection is a 3× 3× p small kernel that produces either a score for a category, or a shape
offset relative to the default box coordinates. At each of the m× n locations where the kernel is
applied, it produces an output value. The bounding box offset output values are measured relative
to a default box position relative to each feature map location (cf the architecture of YOLO[7]
that uses an intermediate fully connected layer instead of a convolutional filter for this step).
Default boxes and aspect ratios We associate a set of default bounding boxes with each feature
map cell, for multiple feature maps at the top of the network. The default boxes tile the feature
map in a convolutional manner, so that the position of each box relative to its corresponding cell
is fixed. At each feature map cell, we predict the offsets relative to the default box shapes in the
cell, as well as the per-class scores that indicate the presence of a class instance in each of those
boxes. Specifically, for each box out of k at a given location, we compute c class scores and the
4 offsets relative to the original default box shape. This results in a total of (c + 4)k filters that
are applied around each location in the feature map, yielding (c + 4)kmn outputs for a m × n
feature map. For an illustration of default boxes, please refer to Figure 3.1. Our default boxes are
similar to the anchor boxes used in Faster R-CNN [20], however we apply them to several feature
maps of different resolutions. Allowing different default box shapes in several feature maps let us
efficiently discretize the space of possible output box shapes.
3.1.2 Training
The key difference between training SSD and training a typical detector that uses region pro-
posals, is that ground truth information needs to be assigned to specific outputs in the fixed set
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of detector outputs. Some version of this is also required for training in YOLO[7] and for the
region proposal stage of Faster R-CNN[20] and MultiBox[31]. Once this assignment is deter-
mined, the loss function and back propagation are applied end-to-end. Training also involves
choosing the set of default boxes and scales for detection as well as the hard negative mining and
data augmentation strategies.
3.1.2.1 Matching strategy
During training we need to determine which default boxes correspond to a ground truth detec-
tion and train the network accordingly. For each ground truth box we are selecting from default
boxes that vary over location, aspect ratio, and scale. We begin by matching each ground truth
box to the default box with the best jaccard overlap (as in MultiBox [31]). Unlike MultiBox, we
then match default boxes to any ground truth with jaccard overlap higher than a threshold (0.5).
This simplifies the learning problem, allowing the network to predict high scores for multiple
overlapping default boxes rather than requiring it to pick only the one with maximum overlap.
3.1.2.2 Training objective
The SSD training objective is derived from the MultiBox objective [31, 61] but is extended
to handle multiple object categories. Let xpij = {1, 0} be an indicator for matching the i-th de-
fault box to the j-th ground truth box of category p. In the matching strategy above, we can have∑
i x
p
ij ≥ 1. The overall objective loss function is a weighted sum of the localization loss (loc)
and the confidence loss (conf):
L(x, c, l, g) =
1
N
(Lconf (x, c) + αLloc(x, l, g)) (3.1)
where N is the number of matched default boxes. If N = 0, wet set the loss to 0. The localization
loss is a Smooth L1 loss [6] between the predicted box (l) and the ground truth box (g) param-
eters. Similar to Faster R-CNN [20], we regress to offsets for the center (cx, cy) of the default
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bounding box (d) and for its width (w) and height (h).
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The confidence loss is the softmax loss over multiple classes confidences (c).
















and the weight term α is set to 1 by cross validation.
3.1.2.3 Choosing scales and aspect ratios for default boxes
To handle different object scales, some methods [30, 29] suggest processing the image at
different sizes and combining the results afterwards. However, by utilizing feature maps from
several different layers in a single network for prediction we can mimic the same effect, while
also sharing parameters across all object scales. Previous works [62, 63] have shown that using
feature maps from the lower layers can improve semantic segmentation quality because the lower
layers capture more fine details of the input objects. Similarly, [64] showed that adding global
context pooled from a feature map can help smooth the segmentation results. Motivated by these
methods, we use both the lower and upper feature maps for detection. Figure 3.1 shows two
exemplar feature maps (8× 8 and 4× 4) which are used in the framework. In practice, we can use
many more with small computational overhead.
Feature maps from different levels within a network are known to have different (empiri-
cal) receptive field sizes [65]. Fortunately, within the SSD framework, the default boxes do not
necessary need to correspond to the actual receptive fields of each layer. We design the tiling of
default boxes so that specific feature maps learn to be responsive to particular scales of the ob-
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jects. Suppose we want to use m feature maps for prediction. The scale of the default boxes for
each feature map is computed as:
sk = smin +
smax − smin
m− 1 (k − 1), k ∈ [1,m] (3.4)
where smin is 0.2 and smax is 0.9, meaning the lowest layer has a scale of 0.2 and the highest layer
has a scale of 0.9, and all layers in between are regularly spaced. We impose different aspect
ratios for the default boxes, and denote them as ar ∈ {1, 2, 3, 12 , 13}. We can compute the width
(wak = sk
√
ar) and height (hak = sk/
√
ar) for each default box. For the aspect ratio of 1, we
also add a default box whose scale is s′k =
√
sksk+1, resulting in 6 default boxes per feature map
location. We set the center of each default box to ( i+0.5|fk| ,
j+0.5
|fk|
), where |fk| is the size of the k-th
square feature map, i, j ∈ [0, |fk|). In practice, one can also design a distribution of default boxes
to best fit a specific dataset. How to design the optimal tiling is an open question as well.
By combining predictions for all default boxes with different scales and aspect ratios from
all locations of many feature maps, we have a diverse set of predictions, covering various input
object sizes and shapes. For example, in Figure 3.1, the dog is matched to a default box in the 4× 4
feature map, but not to any default boxes in the 8×8 feature map. This is because those boxes have
different scales and do not match the dog box, and therefore are considered as negatives during
training.
3.1.2.4 Hard negative mining
After the matching step, most of the default boxes are negatives, especially when the number
of possible default boxes is large. This introduces a significant imbalance between the positive
and negative training examples. Instead of using all the negative examples, we sort them using
the highest confidence loss for each default box and pick the top ones so that the ratio between




To make the model more robust to various input object sizes and shapes, each training image
is randomly sampled by one of the following options:
• Use the entire original input image.
• Sample a patch so that the minimum jaccard overlap with the objects is 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or
0.9.
• Randomly sample a patch.
The size of each sampled patch is [0.1, 1] of the original image size, and the aspect ratio is be-
tween 1
2
and 2. We keep the overlapped part of the ground truth box if the center of it is in the
sampled patch. After the aforementioned sampling step, each sampled patch is resized to fixed
size and is horizontally flipped with probability of 0.5, in addition to applying some photo-metric
distortions similar to those described in [66].
3.2 Experimental Results
3.2.0.1 Base network
Our experiments are all based on VGG16 [67], which is pre-trained on the ILSVRC CLS-
LOC dataset [18]. Similar to DeepLab-LargeFOV [68], we convert fc6 and fc7 to convolutional
layers, subsample parameters from fc6 and fc7, change pool5 from 2× 2− s2 to 3× 3− s1, and
use the à trous algorithm [69] to fill the ”holes”. We remove all the dropout layers and the fc8
layer. We fine-tune the resulting model using SGD with initial learning rate 10−3, 0.9 momentum,
0.0005 weight decay, and batch size 32. The learning rate decay policy is slightly different for
each dataset, and we will describe details later. The full training and testing code is built on
Caffe [70] and is open source at: https://github.com/weiliu89/caffe/tree/ssd .
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3.2.1 PASCAL VOC2007
On this dataset, we compare against Fast R-CNN [6] and Faster R-CNN [20] on VOC2007
test (4952 images). All methods fine-tune on the same pre-trained VGG16 network.
Figure 3.2 shows the architecture details of the SSD300 model. We use conv4 3, conv7 (fc7),
conv8 2, conv9 2, conv10 2, and conv11 2 to predict both location and confidences. We set
default box with scale 0.1 on conv4 32. We initialize the parameters for all the newly added con-
volutional layers with the ”xavier” method [71]. For conv4 3, conv10 2 and conv11 2, we only
associate 4 default boxes at each feature map location – omitting aspect ratios of 1
3
and 3. For
all other layers, we put 6 default boxes as described in Section 3.1.2.3. Since, as pointed out
in [64], conv4 3 has a different feature scale compared to the other layers, we use the L2 normal-
ization technique introduced in [64] to scale the feature norm at each location in the feature map
to 20 and learn the scale during back propagation. We use the 10−3 learning rate for 40k itera-
tions, then continue training for 10k iterations with 10−4 and 10−5. When training on VOC2007
trainval, Table 3.1 shows that our low resolution SSD300 model is already more accurate
than Fast R-CNN. When we train SSD on a larger 512× 512 input image, it is even more accurate,
surpassing Faster R-CNN by 1.7% mAP. If we train SSD with more (i.e. 07+12) data, we see that
SSD300 is already better than Faster R-CNN by 1.1% and that SSD512 is 3.6% better. If we take
models trained on COCO trainval35k as described in Section 3.2.4 and fine-tuning them on
the 07+12 dataset with SSD512, we achieve the best results: 81.6% mAP.
To understand the performance of our two SSD models in more details, we used the detec-
tion analysis tool from [8]. Figure 3.3 shows that SSD can detect various object categories with
high quality (large white area). The majority of its confident detections are correct. The recall is
around 85-90%, and is much higher with “weak” (0.1 jaccard overlap) criteria. Compared to R-
CNN [19], SSD has less localization error, indicating that SSD can localize objects better because
it directly learns to regress the object shape and classify object categories instead of using two
decoupled steps. However, SSD has more confusions with similar object categories (especially
2 For SSD512 model, we add extra conv12 2 for prediction, set smin to 0.15, and 0.07 on conv4 3.
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Method data mAP aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv
Fast [6] 07 66.9 74.5 78.3 69.2 53.2 36.6 77.3 78.2 82.0 40.7 72.7 67.9 79.6 79.2 73.0 69.0 30.1 65.4 70.2 75.8 65.8
Fast [6] 07+12 70.0 77.0 78.1 69.3 59.4 38.3 81.6 78.6 86.7 42.8 78.8 68.9 84.7 82.0 76.6 69.9 31.8 70.1 74.8 80.4 70.4
Faster [20] 07 69.9 70.0 80.6 70.1 57.3 49.9 78.2 80.4 82.0 52.2 75.3 67.2 80.3 79.8 75.0 76.3 39.1 68.3 67.3 81.1 67.6
Faster [20] 07+12 73.2 76.5 79.0 70.9 65.5 52.1 83.1 84.7 86.4 52.0 81.9 65.7 84.8 84.6 77.5 76.7 38.8 73.6 73.9 83.0 72.6
Faster [20] 07+12+COCO 78.8 84.3 82.0 77.7 68.9 65.7 88.1 88.4 88.9 63.6 86.3 70.8 85.9 87.6 80.1 82.3 53.6 80.4 75.8 86.6 78.9
SSD300 07 68.0 73.4 77.5 64.1 59.0 38.9 75.2 80.8 78.5 46.0 67.8 69.2 76.6 82.1 77.0 72.5 41.2 64.2 69.1 78.0 68.5
SSD300 07+12 74.3 75.5 80.2 72.3 66.3 47.6 83.0 84.2 86.1 54.7 78.3 73.9 84.5 85.3 82.6 76.2 48.6 73.9 76.0 83.4 74.0
SSD300 07+12+COCO 79.6 80.9 86.3 79.0 76.2 57.6 87.3 88.2 88.6 60.5 85.4 76.7 87.5 89.2 84.5 81.4 55.0 81.9 81.5 85.9 78.9
SSD512 07 71.6 75.1 81.4 69.8 60.8 46.3 82.6 84.7 84.1 48.5 75.0 67.4 82.3 83.9 79.4 76.6 44.9 69.9 69.1 78.1 71.8
SSD512 07+12 76.8 82.4 84.7 78.4 73.8 53.2 86.2 87.5 86.0 57.8 83.1 70.2 84.9 85.2 83.9 79.7 50.3 77.9 73.9 82.5 75.3
SSD512 07+12+COCO 81.6 86.6 88.3 82.4 76.0 66.3 88.6 88.9 89.1 65.1 88.4 73.6 86.5 88.9 85.3 84.6 59.1 85.0 80.4 87.4 81.2
Table 3.1: PASCAL VOC2007 test detection results. Both Fast and Faster R-CNN use input
images whose minimum dimension is 600. The two SSD models have exactly the same settings
except that they have different input sizes (300 × 300 vs. 512 × 512). It is obvious that larger
input size leads to better results, and more data always helps. Data: ”07”: VOC2007 trainval,
”07+12”: union of VOC2007 and VOC2012 trainval. ”07+12+COCO”: first train on COCO
trainval35k then fine-tune on 07+12.
for animals), partly because we share locations for multiple categories. Figure 3.4 shows that
SSD is very sensitive to the bounding box size. In other words, it has much worse performance
on smaller objects than bigger objects. This is not surprising because those small objects may not
even have any information at the very top layers. Increasing the input size (e.g. from 300 × 300
to 512× 512) can help improve detecting small objects, but there is still a lot of room to improve.
On the positive side, we can clearly see that SSD performs really well on large objects. And it is
very robust to different object aspect ratios because we use default boxes of various aspect ratios
per feature map location.
3.2.2 Model analysis
To understand SSD better, we carried out controlled experiments to examine how each com-
ponent affects performance. For all the experiments, we use the same settings and input size
(300× 300), except for specified changes to the settings or component(s).
Data augmentation is crucial. Fast and Faster R-CNN use the original image and the horizontal
flip to train. We use a more extensive sampling strategy, similar to YOLO [7]. Table 3.2 shows
that we can improve 8.8% mAP with this sampling strategy. We do not know how much our
sampling strategy will benefit Fast and Faster R-CNN, but they are likely to benefit less because
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of performance for SSD512 on animals, vehicles, and furniture
from VOC2007 test. The top row shows the cumulative fraction of detections that are correct
(Cor) or false positive due to poor localization (Loc), confusion with similar categories (Sim),
with others (Oth), or with background (BG). The solid red line reflects the change of recall with
strong criteria (0.5 jaccard overlap) as the num- ber of detections increases. The dashed red
line is using the weak criteria (0.1 jaccard overlap). The bottom row shows the distribution of
top-ranked false positive types.
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity and impact of different object characteristics on VOC2007 test set
using [8]. The plot on the left shows the effects of BBox Area per category, and the right plot
shows the effect of Aspect Ratio. Key: BBox Area: XS=extra-small; S=small; M=medium;




more data augmentation? 4 4 4 4
include {1
2
, 2} box? 4 4 4 4
include {1
3
, 3} box? 4 4 4
use atrous? 4 4 4 4
VOC2007 test mAP 65.5 71.6 73.7 74.2 74.3
Table 3.2: Effects of various design choices and components on SSD performance.




conv4 3 conv7 conv8 2 conv9 2 conv10 2 conv11 2 Yes No
4 4 4 4 4 4 74.3 63.4 8732
4 4 4 4 4 74.6 63.1 8764
4 4 4 4 73.8 68.4 8942
4 4 4 70.7 69.2 9864
4 4 64.2 64.4 9025
4 62.4 64.0 8664
Table 3.3: Effects of using multiple output layers.
they use a feature pooling step during classification that is relatively robust to object translation
by design.
More default box shapes is better. As described in Section 3.1.2.3, by default we use 6 default
boxes per location. If we remove the boxes with 1
3
and 3 aspect ratios, the performance drops by
0.6%. By further removing the boxes with 1
2
and 2 aspect ratios, the performance drops another
2.1%. Using a variety of default box shapes seems to make the task of predicting boxes easier for
the network.
Atrous is faster. As described in Section 3.2, we used the atrous version of a subsampled VGG16,
following DeepLab-LargeFOV [68]. If we use the full VGG16, keeping pool5 with 2× 2− s2 and
not subsampling parameters from fc6 and fc7, and add conv5 3 for prediction, the result is about
the same while the speed is about 20% slower.
Multiple output layers at different resolutions is better. A major contribution of SSD is using
default boxes of different scales on different output layers. To measure the advantage gained, we
progressively remove layers and compare results. For a fair comparison, every time we remove
a layer, we adjust the default box tiling to keep the total number of boxes similar to the original
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(8732). This is done by stacking more scales of boxes on remaining layers and adjusting scales
of boxes if needed. We do not exhaustively optimize the tiling for each setting. Table 3.3 shows
a decrease in accuracy with fewer layers, dropping monotonically from 74.3 to 62.4. When we
stack boxes of multiple scales on a layer, many are on the image boundary and need to be han-
dled carefully. We tried the strategy used in Faster R-CNN [20], ignoring boxes which are on the
boundary. We observe some interesting trends. For example, it hurts the performance by a large
margin if we use very coarse feature maps (e.g. conv11 2 (1× 1) or conv10 2 (3× 3)). The reason
might be that we do not have enough large boxes to cover large objects after the pruning. When
we use primarily finer resolution maps, the performance starts increasing again because even after
pruning a sufficient number of large boxes remains. If we only use conv7 for prediction, the per-
formance is the worst, reinforcing the message that it is critical to spread boxes of different scales
over different layers. Besides, since our predictions do not rely on ROI pooling as in [6], we do
not have the collapsing bins problem in low-resolution feature maps [72]. The SSD architecture
combines predictions from feature maps of various resolutions to achieve comparable accuracy to
Faster R-CNN, while using lower resolution input images.
3.2.3 PASCAL VOC2012
We use the same settings as those used for our basic VOC2007 experiments above, except
that we use VOC2012 trainval and VOC2007 trainval and test (21503 images) for
training, and test on VOC2012 test (10991 images). We train the models with 10−3 learning
rate for 60k iterations, then 10−4 for 20k iterations. Table 3.4 shows the results of our SSD300
and SSD5123 model. We see the same performance trend as we observed on VOC2007 test.
Our SSD300 improves accuracy over Fast/Faster R-CNN. By increasing the training and testing
image size to 512×512, we are 4.5% more accurate than Faster R-CNN. Compared to YOLO, SSD




feature maps and our matching strategy during training. When fine-tuned from models trained on
COCO, our SSD512 achieves 80.0% mAP, which is 4.1% higher than Faster R-CNN.
Method data mAP aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv
Fast[6] 07++12 68.4 82.3 78.4 70.8 52.3 38.7 77.8 71.6 89.3 44.2 73.0 55.0 87.5 80.5 80.8 72.0 35.1 68.3 65.7 80.4 64.2
Faster[20] 07++12 70.4 84.9 79.8 74.3 53.9 49.8 77.5 75.9 88.5 45.6 77.1 55.3 86.9 81.7 80.9 79.6 40.1 72.6 60.9 81.2 61.5
Faster[20] 07++12+COCO 75.9 87.4 83.6 76.8 62.9 59.6 81.9 82.0 91.3 54.9 82.6 59.0 89.0 85.5 84.7 84.1 52.2 78.9 65.5 85.4 70.2
YOLO[7] 07++12 57.9 77.0 67.2 57.7 38.3 22.7 68.3 55.9 81.4 36.2 60.8 48.5 77.2 72.3 71.3 63.5 28.9 52.2 54.8 73.9 50.8
SSD300 07++12 72.4 85.6 80.1 70.5 57.6 46.2 79.4 76.1 89.2 53.0 77.0 60.8 87.0 83.1 82.3 79.4 45.9 75.9 69.5 81.9 67.5
SSD300 07++12+COCO 77.5 90.2 83.3 76.3 63.0 53.6 83.8 82.8 92.0 59.7 82.7 63.5 89.3 87.6 85.9 84.3 52.6 82.5 74.1 88.4 74.2
SSD512 07++12 74.9 87.4 82.3 75.8 59.0 52.6 81.7 81.5 90.0 55.4 79.0 59.8 88.4 84.3 84.7 83.3 50.2 78.0 66.3 86.3 72.0
SSD512 07++12+COCO 80.0 90.7 86.8 80.5 67.8 60.8 86.3 85.5 93.5 63.2 85.7 64.4 90.9 89.0 88.9 86.8 57.2 85.1 72.8 88.4 75.9
Table 3.4: PASCAL VOC2012 test detection results. Fast and Faster R-CNN use images with
minimum dimension 600, while the image size for YOLO is 448 × 448. data: ”07++12”: union
of VOC2007 trainval and test and VOC2012 trainval. ”07++12+COCO”: first train on
COCO trainval35k then fine-tune on 07++12.
3.2.4 COCO
To further validate the SSD framework, we trained our SSD300 and SSD512 architectures
on the COCO dataset. Since objects in COCO tend to be smaller than PASCAL VOC, we use
smaller default boxes for all layers. We follow the strategy mentioned in Section 3.1.2.3, but now
our smallest default box has a scale of 0.15 instead of 0.2, and the scale of the default box on
conv4 3 is 0.07 (e.g. 21 pixels for a 300× 300 image)4.
We use the trainval35k [73] for training. We first train the model with 10−3 learning rate
for 160k iterations, and then continue training for 40k iterations with 10−4 and 40k iterations with
10−5. Table 3.5 shows the results on test-dev2015. Similar to what we observed on the PAS-
CAL VOC dataset, SSD300 is better than Fast R-CNN in both mAP@0.5 and mAP@[0.5:0.95].
4 For SSD512 model, we add extra conv12 2 for prediction, set smin to 0.1, and 0.04 on conv4 3.
Method data
Avg. Precision, IoU: Avg. Precision, Area: Avg. Recall, #Dets: Avg. Recall, Area:
0.5:0.95 0.5 0.75 S M L 1 10 100 S M L
Fast [6] train 19.7 35.9 - - - - - - - - - -
Fast [73] train 20.5 39.9 19.4 4.1 20.0 35.8 21.3 29.5 30.1 7.3 32.1 52.0
Faster [20] trainval 21.9 42.7 - - - - - - - - - -
ION [73] train 23.6 43.2 23.6 6.4 24.1 38.3 23.2 32.7 33.5 10.1 37.7 53.6
Faster [74] trainval 24.2 45.3 23.5 7.7 26.4 37.1 23.8 34.0 34.6 12.0 38.5 54.4
SSD300 trainval35k 23.2 41.2 23.4 5.3 23.2 39.6 22.5 33.2 35.3 9.6 37.6 56.5
SSD512 trainval35k 26.8 46.5 27.8 9.0 28.9 41.9 24.8 37.5 39.8 14.0 43.5 59.0
Table 3.5: COCO test-dev2015 detection results.
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SSD300 has a similar mAP@0.75 as ION [73] and Faster R-CNN [74], but is worse in mAP@0.5.
By increasing the image size to 512 × 512, our SSD512 is better than Faster R-CNN [74] in
both criteria. Interestingly, we observe that SSD512 is 5.3% better in mAP@0.75, but is only
1.2% better in mAP@0.5. We also observe that it has much better AP (4.8%) and AR (4.6%) for
large objects, but has relatively less improvement in AP (1.3%) and AR (2.0%) for small objects.
Compared to ION, the improvement in AR for large and small objects is more similar (5.4% vs.
3.9%). We conjecture that Faster R-CNN is more competitive on smaller objects with SSD be-
cause it performs two box refinement steps, in both the RPN part and in the Fast R-CNN part. In
Figure 3.5, we show some detection examples on COCO test-dev with the SSD512 model.
3.2.5 Preliminary ILSVRC results
We applied the same network architecture we used for COCO to the ILSVRC DET dataset [18].
We train a SSD300 model using the ILSVRC2014 DET train and val1 as used in [19]. We
first train the model with 10−3 learning rate for 320k iterations, and then continue training for
80k iterations with 10−4 and 40k iterations with 10−5. We can achieve 43.4 mAP on the val2
set [19]. Again, it validates that SSD is a general framework for high quality real-time detection.
3.2.6 Data Augmentation for Small Object Accuracy
Without a follow-up feature resampling step as in Faster R-CNN, the classification task for
small objects is relatively hard for SSD, as demonstrated in our analysis (see Figure 3.4). The
data augmentation strategy described in Section 3.1.2 helps to improve the performance dramat-
ically, especially on small datasets such as PASCAL VOC. The random crops generated by the
strategy can be thought of as a ”zoom in” operation and can generate many larger training exam-
ples. To implement a ”zoom out” operation that creates more small training examples, we first
randomly place an image on a canvas of 16× of the original image size filled with mean values
before we do any random crop operation. Because we have more training images by introducing
this new ”expansion” data augmentation trick, we have to double the training iterations. We have
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Figure 3.5: Detection examples on COCO test-dev with SSD512 model. We show detec-
tions with scores higher than 0.6. Each color corresponds to an object category.
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seen a consistent increase of 2%-3% mAP across multiple datasets, as shown in Table 3.6. In spe-
cific, Figure 3.6 shows that the new augmentation trick significantly improves the performance
on small objects. This result underscores the importance of the data augmentation strategy for the
final model accuracy.
An alternative way of improving SSD is to design a better tiling of default boxes so that its
position and scale are better aligned with the receptive field of each position on a feature map.
We leave this for future work.
Method
VOC2007 test VOC2012 test COCO test-dev2015
07+12 07+12+COCO 07++12 07++12+COCO trainval35k
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5:0.95 0.5 0.75
SSD300 74.3 79.6 72.4 77.5 23.2 41.2 23.4
SSD512 76.8 81.6 74.9 80.0 26.8 46.5 27.8
SSD300* 77.2 81.2 75.8 79.3 25.1 43.1 25.8
SSD512* 79.8 83.2 78.5 82.2 28.8 48.5 30.3
Table 3.6: Results on multiple datasets when we add the image expansion data augmenta-
tion trick. SSD300* and SSD512* are the models that are trained with the new data augmenta-
tion.
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Figure 3.6: Sensitivity and impact of object size with new data augmentation on VOC2007
test set using [8]. The top row shows the effects of BBox Area per category for the original
SSD300 and SSD512 model, and the bottom row corresponds to the SSD300* and SSD512*
model trained with the new data augmentation trick. It is obvious that the new data augmentation
trick helps detecting small objects significantly.
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Method mAP FPS batch size # Boxes Input resolution
Faster R-CNN (VGG16) 73.2 7 1 ∼ 6000 ∼ 1000× 600
Fast YOLO 52.7 155 1 98 448× 448
YOLO (VGG16) 66.4 21 1 98 448× 448
SSD300 74.3 46 1 8732 300× 300
SSD512 76.8 19 1 24564 512× 512
SSD300 74.3 59 8 8732 300× 300
SSD512 76.8 22 8 24564 512× 512
Table 3.7: Results on Pascal VOC2007 test. SSD300 is the only real-time detection method
that can achieve above 70% mAP. By using a larger input image, SSD512 outperforms all
methods on accuracy while maintaining a close to real-time speed.
3.2.7 Inference time
Considering the large number of boxes generated from our method, it is essential to perform
non-maximum suppression (nms) efficiently during inference. By using a confidence thresh-
old of 0.01, we can filter out most boxes. We then apply nms with jaccard overlap of 0.45 per
class and keep the top 200 detections per image. This step costs about 1.7 msec per image for
SSD300 and 20 VOC classes, which is close to the total time (2.4 msec) spent on all newly added
layers. We measure the speed with batch size 8 using Titan X and cuDNN v4 with Intel Xeon
E5-2667v3@3.20GHz.
Table 3.7 shows the comparison between SSD, Faster R-CNN[20], and YOLO[7]. Both our
SSD300 and SSD512 method outperforms Faster R-CNN in both speed and accuracy. Although
Fast YOLO[7] can run at 155 FPS, it has lower accuracy by almost 22% mAP. To the best of our
knowledge, SSD300 is the first real-time method to achieve above 70% mAP. Note that about
80% of the forward time is spent on the base network (VGG16 in our case). Therefore, using a
faster base network could even further improve the speed, which can possibly make the SSD512
model real-time as well.
3.3 Conclusions
This chapter introduces SSD, a fast single-shot object detector for multiple categories. A
key feature of our model is the use of multi-scale convolutional bounding box outputs attached
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to multiple feature maps at the top of the network. This representation allows us to efficiently
model the space of possible box shapes. We experimentally validate that given appropriate train-
ing strategies, a larger number of carefully chosen default bounding boxes results in improved
performance. We build SSD models with at least an order of magnitude more box predictions
sampling location, scale, and aspect ratio, than existing methods [7, 31]. We demonstrate that
given the same VGG-16 base architecture, SSD compared favorably to its state-of-the-art object
detector counterparts in terms of both accuracy and speed in 2016. Our SSD512 model signif-
icantly outperformed the state-of-the-art Faster R-CNN [20] at that time in terms of accuracy
on PASCAL VOC and COCO, while being 3× faster. Our real time SSD300 model ran at 59
FPS, which was faster than the fastest real time detector, YOLO [7], alternative, while producing
markedly superior detection accuracy.
Apart from its standalone utility, we believe that our monolithic and relatively simple SSD
model provides a useful building block for larger systems that employ an object detection com-
ponent. In this chapter, we introduce the DSSD. The principal contribution is the top-down
deconvolutional connection which brings the rich context information of the deep layers to the
shallow layers. Our experimental results indicate that this top-down connection approach im-
proves accuracy, especially for small objects.
3.4 Model
We first review the structure of SSD and propose the following improvement: Stronger back-
bone model, better prediction module, top-down deconvolution connection, and the training
process.
3.4.1 SSD
The Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD [33]) is built on top of a base network that ends
(or is truncated to end) in a number of convolutional layers. SSD adds a series of progressively



























Figure 3.7: Networks of SSD and DSSD on residual network. The blue modules are the layers
added in SSD framework, and we call them SSD Layers. In the bottom figure, the red layers are
DSSD layers.
represent SSD Layers; the red modules represent DSSD layers.). Each of the added layers, and
some of the earlier base network layers, are used to predict scores and offsets for some predefined
default bounding boxes. Several filters (formula for the number: 3x3x#channels dimensional
filters) perform these predictions , one filter for each category score and one for each dimension
of the regressed bounding box. It uses non-maximum suppression (NMS) to post-process the
predictions to obtain the final detection results. More details can be found in[33], where the
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Figure 3.8: Variants of the prediction module
3.4.2 Using ResNet-101 in place of VGG
Our first modification involves the use of ResNet-101 instead of VGG; in particular, we use
the ResNet-101 network from [1]. Our goal is to improve accuracy. Figure 3.7 top shows the
SSD using ResNet-101 as the base network. Here we add layers after the conv5 x block; we then
predict the scores and box offsets from conv3 x, conv5 x, and the additional layers. By itself this
does not improve results. Table 3.11 shows the ablation study results; the top row shows a mAP
of 76.4 of SSD with ResNet-101 on 321 × 321 inputs for PASCAL VOC 2007 test. This is less
than the 77.5 for SSD with VGG on 300× 300 inputs (see Table 3.10). However we can increase
performance significance by adding an additional prediction module, described next.
Prediction module
The original SSD [33] applies the objective functions to the selected feature maps directly
and uses a L2 normalization layer for the conv4 3 layer, due to the large magnitude of the gradi-
ent. MS-CNN [35] points out that improving the sub-network of each task can improve accuracy.
Following this principle, we add one residual block for each prediction layer as shown in Fig-
ure 3.8 variant (c). We also tried the original SSD approach (a) and a version of the residual block
with a skip connection (b) as well as two sequential residual blocks (d). We discuss the results of
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our ablation studies using different prediction modules (Table 3.11) in Section 3.5. We note that
ResNet-101 and the prediction module seem to perform significantly better than VGG without





















Figure 3.9: Deconvolution module
Deconvolutional SSD
To include more high-level context in detection, we re-assign the prediction task to a series
of deconvolution layers placed after the original SSD setup, effectively creating an asymmetric
hour-glass network structure (Figure 3.7). The DSSD model in our experiments is built on SSD
with ResNet-101. We add extra deconvolution layers to successively increase the resolution of
the feature map layers. We adopt the skip connection concept from the Hourglass model [54]
to strengthen the features. Although the hourglass model contains symmetric layers in both the
encoder and decoder stages, we render the decoder stage extremely shallow for two reasons. First,
detection is a fundamental task in vision processing thus may need to provide information to
downstream tasks. Speed is therefore an important factor. If we build a symmetric network, the
time for inference will double, which is not what we want for this fast detection framework. Sec-
ond, there are no pre-trained models which include a decoder stage trained on the classification
task of the ILSVRC CLS-LOC dataset [18] because classification provides a single image label
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in its entirety rather than a local label as a detection process would. State-of-the-art detectors rely
on the power of transfer learning. Our use of a model pre-trained on the classification task of the
ILSVRC CLS-LOC datase [18] creates a more accurate detector which converges faster com-
pared to a randomly initialized model. Since there is no pre-trained model for our decoder, we
cannot take advantage of transfer learning for the decoder layers, thus the layers must be trained
beginning at the point of random initialization. Computational cost is an important aspect of the
deconvolution layers, especially when adding information from the previous layers in addition to
the deconvolutional process.
Deconvolution Module
We introduce a deconvolution module to help integrate the information from earlier feature
maps and the deconvolution layers (Figure 3.9). This module fits into the overall DSSD archi-
tecture as indicated by the solid circles in Figure 3.7. our use of the deconvolution module was
inspired by the work of Pinheiro et al. [75], who suggested that a factored version of the deconvo-
lution module (if included in a refinement network) has the same accuracy as a more complicated
module and the network will be more efficient. We make the following modifications Figure 3.9):
First, we add a batch normalization layer after each convolution layer. Second, we use the learned
deconvolution layer rather than bilinear upsampling. Last, we test different combination methods,
the element-wise sum and the element-wise product. We found that the element-wise product
provides the best accuracy (Table 3.11).
Training
We follow almost the same training protocol as does the original SSD. First, we match a
set of default boxes to target ground truth boxes. For each ground truth box, we match it with
the best overlapped default box and any default boxes whose Jaccard overlap is larger than our
chosen threshold (e.g. 0.5). From the non-matched default boxes, we select certain boxes as
negative samples based on their confidence losses to obtain a ratio with the matched ones of 3:1.
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% 22.6 21.3 19.0 13.6 12.8 6.7 4.1
W/H 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.3 1.6 0.2 2.9
Max(W/H, H/W) 1.0 1.4 2 3.3 1.6 5 2.9
Table 3.8: Clustering results of aspect ratio of bounding boxes of training data
We then minimize the joint localization loss (e.g. Smooth L1) and confidence loss (e.g., Softmax).
As our detector does not include a feature or pixel resampling stage (unlike Fast or Faster R-
CNN), it relies on extensive data augmentation, achieved by randomly cropping the original
image plus random photometric distortion and random flipping of the cropped patch. Notably,
the latest SSD also includes a random expansion augmentation process, which has proved to be
extremely helpful for detecting small objects, thus we also use it in our DSSD framework.
We have also made a minor change to the prior box aspect ratio setting. In the original SSD
model, boxes with aspect ratios of 2 and 3 were found useful. We run K-means clustering on the
training boxes using the square root of the area of each box as the feature to assess the aspect
ratios of the training data bounding boxes (PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 trainval). We
started with two clusters; we increased the number of clusters if the error could be reduced by
more than 20%. We converged at seven clusters (Table 3.8). As the SSD framework resizes its
inputs to be square and most training images are wider than they are tall, it is not surprising
that most bounding boxes are taller. In the table, most box ratios fall within a range of 1-3. We




Our experiments are all based on ResNet-101 [1], which is pre-trained on the ILSVRC CLS-
LOC dataset [18]. Following R-FCN [2], we change the conv5 stages effective stride from 32 pix-
els to 16 pixels to increase feature map resolution. The first convolution layer with stride 2 in the
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VGG conv4 3 conv7 conv8 2 conv9 2 conv10 2 conv11 2
Resolution 38× 38 19× 19 10× 10 5× 5 3× 3 1
Depth 13 20 22 24 26 27
ResNet-101 conv3 x conv5 x conv6 x conv7 x conv8 x conv9 x
Resolution 40× 40 20× 20 10× 10 5× 5 3× 3 1
Depth 23 101 104 107 110 113
Table 3.9: Selected feature layers in VGG and ResNet-101
conv5 stage is modified to 1. We then follow the à trous algorithm [69] and, for all convolution
layers in the conv5 stage with kernel size larger than 1, increase their dilation from 1 to 2 to fix
the holes caused by the reduced stride. We then follow SSD and, fitting the Residual architecture,
we use Residual blocks to add a few extra layers with decreasing feature map size.
Table 3.9 shows the selected feature layers in the original VGG architecture and in ResNet-
101. The depth is the position of the selected layer in the network. We only consider the convo-
lution and the pooling layers. The depth of the first prediction layer in these two networks is an
important consideration. Although ResNet-101 contains 101 layers, we need to use dense feature
layers to predict smaller objects and so we have no choice but to select the last feature layer in
the conv3 x block. If we only consider the layers the kernel size of which is greater than 1, the
number of layers will be reduced to 9. This means the receptive field of neurons in this layer may
be smaller than the neurons in conv4 3 in VGG. Compared to the other layers in ResNet-101, this
layer yields a worse prediction performance due to its weak feature strength.
PASCAL VOC 2007
We trained our model on the union of 2007 trainval and 2012 trainval.
For the original SSD model, we used a batch size of 32 for our model with 321× 321 inputs
and 20 for our model with 513 × 513 inputs; we initialized the learning rate at 10−3 for the first
40k iterations. We then decreased it to 10−4 at 60K and 10−5 at 70k iterations. We take this well-
trained SSD model as the pre-trained model for the DSSD. For the first stage, we only train the
extra deconvolution side by freezing all the weights of our original SSD model. We set the learn-
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Method network mAP aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv
Faster [20] VGG 73.2 76.5 79.0 70.9 65.5 52.1 83.1 84.7 86.4 52.0 81.9 65.7 84.8 84.6 77.5 76.7 38.8 73.6 73.9 83.0 72.6
ION [73] VGG 75.6 79.2 83.1 77.6 65.6 54.9 85.4 85.1 87.0 54.4 80.6 73.8 85.3 82.2 82.2 74.4 47.1 75.8 72.7 84.2 80.4
Faster [1] ResNet-101 76.4 79.8 80.7 76.2 68.3 55.9 85.1 85.3 89.8 56.7 87.8 69.4 88.3 88.9 80.9 78.4 41.7 78.6 79.8 85.3 72.0
MR-CNN [35] VGG 78.2 80.3 84.1 78.5 70.8 68.5 88.0 85.9 87.8 60.3 85.2 73.7 87.2 86.5 85.0 76.4 48.5 76.3 75.5 85.0 81.0
R-FCN [2] ResNet-101 80.5 79.9 87.2 81.5 72.0 69.8 86.8 88.5 89.8 67.0 88.1 74.5 89.8 90.6 79.9 81.2 53.7 81.8 81.5 85.9 79.9
SSD300* [33] VGG 77.5 79.5 83.9 76.0 69.6 50.5 87.0 85.7 88.1 60.3 81.5 77.0 86.1 87.5 83.97 79.4 52.3 77.9 79.5 87.6 76.8
SSD 321 ResNet-101 77.1 76.3 84.6 79.3 64.6 47.2 85.4 84.0 88.8 60.1 82.6 76.9 86.7 87.2 85.4 79.1 50.8 77.2 82.6 87.3 76.6
DSSD 321 ResNet-101 78.6 81.9 84.9 80.5 68.4 53.9 85.6 86.2 88.9 61.1 83.5 78.7 86.7 88.7 86.7 79.7 51.7 78.0 80.9 87.2 79.4
SSD512* [33] VGG 79.5 84.8 85.1 81.5 73.0 57.8 87.8 88.3 87.4 63.5 85.4 73.2 86.2 86.7 83.9 82.5 55.6 81.7 79.0 86.6 80.0
SSD 513 ResNet-101 80.6 84.3 87.6 82.6 71.6 59.0 88.2 88.1 89.3 64.4 85.6 76.2 88.5 88.9 87.5 83.0 53.6 83.9 82.2 87.2 81.3
DSSD 513 ResNet-101 81.5 86.6 86.2 82.6 74.9 62.5 89.0 88.7 88.8 65.2 87.0 78.7 88.2 89.0 87.5 83.7 51.1 86.3 81.6 85.7 83.7
Table 3.10: PASCAL VOC2007 test detection results. R-CNN series and R-FCN use input
images whose minimum dimension is 600. The two SSD models have exactly the same settings
except that they have different input sizes (321 × 321 vs. 513 × 513). It order to fairly compare
models, although Faster R-CNN with Residual network [1] and R-FCN [2] provide the number
using multiple cropping or ensemble method in testing. We only list the number without these
techniques.
ing rate at 10−3 for the first 20k iterations, then continue training for 10k iterations with a 10−4
learning rate. For the second stage, we fine-tune the entire network with a learning rate of 10−3
for the first 20k iteration and decrease it to 10−4 for next 20k iterations.
Table 3.10 shows our results for the PASCAL VOC2007 test detection. Here, the R-CNN
series and R-FCN [2] use input images whose minimum dimension is 600. The two SSD models
use the same settings except for the input sizes (321× 321 vs. 513× 513). To compare these mod-
els fairly, although Faster R-CNN with a Residual network and R-FCN are able to provide the
number in testing either by using multiple cropping or by employing the ensemble method, we
only list the number not using either of these techniques. SSD300* and SSD512* are the latest
SSD results using the new expansion data augmentation process; these results are already better
than many other state-of-the-art detectors. By replacing VGGNet with ResNet-101, the perfor-
mance is similar provided the image used for input is small. For example, SSD321-ResNet-101 is
similar to SSD300*-VGGNet, although ResNet-101 seems to converge much faster (e.g. we only
used half of the iterations required by VGGNet to train our version of the SSD). Interestingly,
when we increase the input image size, ResNet-101 yields about 1% better performance than
does VGGNet. We hypothesize that it is critical to have a large size input image for ResNet-101
due to its significantly deeper construction (compared to VGGNet) so that objects can still have a
strong amount of spatial information in some of the very deep layers (e.g., conv5 x). More impor-
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tantly, we see that by adding the deconvolution layers and skip connections, our DSSD321 and
DSSD513 are consistently about 1-1.5% better than the versions which lack these extra layers.
This proves the effectiveness of our proposed method. DSSD513 is much better than other meth-
ods such as MR-CNN [35] and ION [73], which try to include context information, even though
DSSD does not require any hand crafted context region information. Our single model accuracy
is also better by 1% than the current state-of-the-art detector R-FCN.
In conclusion, using DSSD, we have demonstrated a large improvement in performance and
accuracy for classes with specific backgrounds and small objects in both test tasks. For example,
the airplane, boat, cow, and sheep classes have very specific backgrounds: the sky for airplanes,
grass for cow, etc. Instances of bottle are usually small, which suggests that our DSSD model
corrects the SSDs weakness in small object detection and achieves an improved performance for
classes with a unique context.
Ablation Study on VOC2007
We ran models with different settings on VOC2007 to understand the effectiveness of our
additions to SSD; the results of these evaluations appear in Table 3.11. The pure SSD model
which used ResNet-101 with 321× 321 inputs is 76.4% mAP, which was actually worse than that
achieved by the VGG model. After we added the prediction module, we obtained improvements
in the results, the best of which occurred when we used one residual block as the intermediate
Method mAP
SSD 321 76.4
SSD 321 + PM(b) 76.9
SSD 321 + PM(c) 77.1
SSD 321 + PM(d) 77.0
SSD 321 + PM(c) + DM(Eltw-sum) 78.4
SSD 321 + PM(c) + DM(Eltw-prod) 78.6
SSD 321 + PM(c) + DM(Eltw-prod) + Stage 2 77.9
Table 3.11: Ablation study : Effects of various prediction module(PM; see Figure 3.8) and
deconvolution module(DM; feature combination) on PASCAL VOC 2007 test .
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Method data network mAP aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv
ION [73] 07+12+S VGG 76.4 87.5 84.7 76.8 63.8 58.3 82.6 79.0 90.9 57.8 82.0 64.7 88.9 86.5 84.7 82.3 51.4 78.2 69.2 85.2 73.5
Faster [1] 07++12 ResNet-101 73.8 86.5 81.6 77.2 58.0 51.0 78.6 76.6 93.2 48.6 80.4 59.0 92.1 85.3 84.8 80.7 48.1 77.3 66.5 84.7 65.6
R-FCN [2] 07++12 ResNet-101 77.6 86.9 83.4 81.5 63.8 62.4 81.6 81.1 93.1 58.0 83.8 60.8 92.7 86.0 84.6 84.4 59.0 80.8 68.6 86.1 72.9
SSD300* [33] 07++12 VGG 75.8 88.1 82.9 74.4 61.9 47.6 82.7 78.8 91.5 58.1 80.0 64.1 89.4 85.7 85.5 82.6 50.2 79.8 73.6 86.6 72.1
SSD321 07++12 ResNet-101 75.4 87.9 82.9 73.7 61.5 45.3 81.4 75.6 92.6 57.4 78.3 65.0 90.8 86.8 85.8 81.5 50.3 78.1 75.3 85.2 72.5
DSSD 321 07++12 ResNet-101 76.3 87.3 83.3 75.4 64.6 46.8 82.7 76.5 92.9 59.5 78.3 64.3 91.5 86.6 86.6 82.1 53.3 79.6 75.7 85.2 73.9
SSD512* [33] 07++12 VGG 78.5 90.0 85.3 77.7 64.3 58.5 85.1 84.3 92.6 61.3 83.4 65.1 89.9 88.5 88.2 85.5 54.4 82.4 70.7 87.1 75.6
SSD 513 07++12 ResNet-101 79.4 90.7 87.3 78.3 66.3 56.5 84.1 83.7 94.2 62.9 84.5 66.3 92.9 88.6 87.9 85.7 55.1 83.6 74.3 88.2 76.8
DSSD 513 07++12 ResNet-101 80.0 92.1 86.6 80.3 68.7 58.2 84.3 85.0 94.6 63.3 85.9 65.6 93.0 88.5 87.8 86.4 57.4 85.2 73.4 87.8 76.8
Table 3.12: PASCAL 2012 test detection results. 07+12: 07 trainval + 12 trainval,
07+12+S: 07+12 plus segmentation labels, 07++12: 07 trainval + 07 test + 12 trainval
layer before prediction. We did this to avoid allowing the gradients of the objective function to
directly flow into the backbone of the Residual network. We did not see much difference when
we stacked two PM prior to prediction.
When we added the deconvolution module, the Elementwise-product yielded the best perfor-
mance (78.6%) of all the methods tested. The results were similar to those reported in [76], in
which different methods combining vision and text features were evaluated. We also attempted
to use the approximate bilinear pooling method [77] (the low-dimensional approximation of the
original method proposed by Lin et al. [78]) but we found that the training speed was reduced,
with a simultaneous very slow decrease in the training error. We therefore did not use or evaluate
the use of this method here. We suggest that the better feature combination should be tested in the
future to improve the accuracy of the DSSD model.
We attempted to fine-tune the entire network after adding and fine-tuning the DM component
but we did not see any improvements rather we found that performance decreased.
PASCAL VOC 2012
For VOC2012 task, we follow the setting of VOC2007 and with a few differences described
here. We use 07++12 consisting of VOC2007 trainval, VOC2007 test, and VOC2012
trainval for training and VOC2012 test for testing. Due to more training data, increasing
the number of training iterations is needed. For the SSD model, we train the first 60k iterations
with 10−3 learning rate, then 30k iterations with 10−4 learning rate, and use 10−5 learning rate
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Method data network Avg. Precision, IoU: Avg. Precision, Area: Avg. Recall, #Dets: Avg. Recall, Area:0.5:0.95 0.5 0.75 S M L 1 10 100 S M L
Faster [20] trainval VGG 21.9 42.7 - - - - - - - - - -
ION [73] train VGG 23.6 43.2 23.6 6.4 24.1 38.3 23.2 32.7 33.5 10.1 37.7 53.6
Faster+++ [1] trainval ResNet-101 34.9 55.7 - - - - - - - - -
R-FCN [2] trainval ResNet-101 29.9 51.9 - 10.8 32.8 45.0 - - - - - -
SSD300* [33] trainval35k VGG 25.1 43.1 25.8 6.6 25.9 41.4 23.7 35.1 37.2 11.2 40.4 58.4
SSD321 trainval35k ResNet-101 28.0 45.4 29.3 6.2 28.3 49.3 25.9 37.8 39.9 11.5 43.3 64.9
DSSD321 trainval35k ResNet-101 28.0 46.1 29.2 7.4 28.1 47.6 25.5 37.1 39.4 12.7 42.0 62.6
SSD512* [33] trainval35k VGG 28.8 48.5 30.3 10.9 31.8 43.5 26.1 39.5 42.0 16.5 46.6 60.8
SSD513 trainval35k ResNet-101 31.2 50.4 33.3 10.2 34.5 49.8 28.3 42.1 44.4 17.6 49.2 65.8
DSSD513 trainval35k ResNet-101 33.2 53.3 35.2 13.0 35.4 51.1 28.9 43.5 46.2 21.8 49.1 66.4
Table 3.13: COCO test-dev2015 detection results.
for the last 10k iterations. For the DSSD, we use the well-trained SSD as the pre-trained model.
According to the Table 3.11 ablation study, we only need to train the Stage 1 model. Freezing all
the weights of the original SSD model, we train the deconvolution side with learning rate at 10−3
for the first 30k iterations, then 10−4 for the next 20k iterations. The results, shown in Table 3.12,
once again validates that DSSD outperforms all others. It should be noted that our model is the
only model that achieves 80.0% mAP without using extra training data (i.e. COCO), multiple
cropping, or an ensemble method in testing.
For VOC2012 task, we followed the setting of VOC2007, with a few differences described
here. We used 07++12 consisting of VOC2007 texttttrainval, VOC2007 test, and VOC2012
trainval for training and VOC2012 test for testing. As we had more training data, we were
required to increase the number of training iterations. For the SSD model, we train the first 60k
iterations using a 10−3 learning rate, after which we trained the next 30k iterations using a 10−4
learning rate, and we used a 10−5 learning rate for the last 10k iterations. For the DSSD, we use
the well-trained SSD as the pre-trained model. According to the results of our ablation study
(Table 3.11), we only needed to train the Stage 1 model. After freezing the weights of the original
SSD model, we then trained the deconvolution side using a learning rate of 10−3 for the first
30k iterations, and we then used a learning rate of 10−4 for the next 20k iterations. The results
of these model runs (Table 3.12) once again suggest that DSSD outperforms all other methods
and is the only model that achieves 80.0% mAP without using extra training data (i.e. COCO),
multiple cropping, or an ensemble method in testing.
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COCO
As Residule-101 uses batch normalization, to obtain more stable results when testing our
models on COCO, we set the batch size to 48 (the largest batch size we can use for training on
a machine with 4 P40 GPUs) for training the SSD321 model and we set it to 20 for training
the SSD513 model. We used a learning rate of 10−3 for the first 160k iteration, then we used a
learning rate of 10−4 for 60k iteration and we set the learning rate to 10−5 for the last 20k. We
have observed that using a batch size smaller than 16 when training a model on 4 GPUs can
produce unstable results in batch normalization and reduce the accuracy of the models.
We then used this well-trained SSD model as the pre-trained model for the DSSD. For the
first stage, we only trained the extra deconvolution side by freezing the weights of the original
SSD model. We set the learning rate at 10−3 for the first 80k iterations, then continued train-
ing for 50k iterations at a learning rate of 10−4. Based on the results of our ablation study (Ta-
ble 3.11), we did not the second stage training here.
The results of these tests appear in Table 3.13. These results suggest that SSD300* already
performs better than Faster R-CNN [20] and ION [73], even if the input image size is very small
(300 × 300). We obtained a large improvement in performance (28.0% vs. 25.1%) for a similar
input image size (321 vs. 300) by replacing VGGNet with ResNet-101. Our model SSD321-
ResNet-101 performs about 3.5% better (29.3% vs. 25.8%) at a higher Jaccard overlap threshold
(0.75) but yields only a 2.3% improvement in performance at the 0.5 threshold. We also found
that SSD321-ResNet-101 performs 7.9% better for large objects but does not show any improve-
ment in performance for small objects. This result, we think, suggests that ResNet-101 has a
much better feature set compared to VGGNet, which contributes to the great improvement in
performance for large objects. With our addition of the deconvolution layers on top of SSD321-
ResNet-101, it performs better for small objects (7.4% vs. 6.2%); unfortunately, this addition
does not improve its performance on large objects.
For bigger model, SSD513-ResNet-101 is already 1.3%(31.2% vs. 29.9%) better than the
state-of-the-art method R-FCN [2]. Switching to ResNet-101 gives a boost mainly in large and
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medium objects. The DSSD513-ResNet-101 shows improvement on all sizes of objects and
achieves 33.2 % mAP which is 3.3% better than R-FCN [2]. According to this observation, we
speculation that DSSD will benefit more when increasing the input image size, albeit with much
longer training and inference time.
Our larger model, the SSD513-ResNet-101, already performs 1.3% (31.2% vs. 29.9%) better
than the state-of-the-art method R-FCN [2]. Employing ResNet-101 improves performance prin-
cipally for large and medium objects. Our DSSD513-ResNet-101 model yields an improvement
for objects of all sizes and achieves 33.2% mAP, which is 3.3% better than R-FCN. Based on this
result, we speculate that DSSD will benefit more by increasing the input image size, although this
will require much more time for training and inference.







Faster R-CNN [20] VGG16 73.2 7 1 - - 6000 Titan X ∼ 1000× 600
Faster R-CNN [1] ResNet-101 76.4 2.4 1 - - 300 K40 ∼ 1000× 600
R-FCN [2] ResNet-101 80.5 9 1 - - 300 Titan X ∼ 1000× 600
SSD300* [33] VGG16 77.5 46 1 - - 8732 Titan X 300× 300
SSD512* [33] VGG16 79.5 19 1 - - 24564 Titan X 512× 512
SSD321 ResNet-101 77.1 11.2 1 16.4 1 17080 Titan X 321× 321
SSD321 ResNet-101 77.1 18.9 15 22.1 44 17080 Titan X 321× 321
DSSD321 ResNet-101 78.6 9.5 1 11.8 1 17080 Titan X 321× 321
DSSD321 ResNet-101 78.6 13.6 12 15.3 36 17080 Titan X 321× 321
SSD513 ResNet-101 80.6 6.8 1 8.0 1 43688 Titan X 513× 513
SSD513 ResNet-101 80.6 8.7 5 11.0 16 43688 Titan X 513× 513
DSSD513 ResNet-101 81.5 5.5 1 6.4 1 43688 Titan X 513× 513
DSSD513 ResNet-101 81.5 6.6 4 6.3 12 43688 Titan X 513× 513
Table 3.14: Comparison of Speed & Accuracy on PASCAL VOC2007 test.
Inference Time
To decrease the required inference time, we used the following equations to remove the batch
normalization layer in our network at test time. In Equation 4.1, the output of a convolution
layer will be normalized by 1) subtracting the mean, 2) dividing the square root of the variance
plus ε (ε = 10−5), and 3) scaling and shifting the layer using values the method learned during
training. To simplify and speed up the model during testing, we can rewrite the equations for the
weight (Equation 3.6) and the bias (Equation 3.7) of a convolution layer, and remove the batch
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normalization related variables (Equation 3.8). We found that this approach improves the speed



















y = ŵx+ b̂ (3.8)
Our model is not as fast as the original SSD for several reasons. First, the ResNet-101 net-
work has many more layers thus is slower than the (reduced) VGGNet. Second, the extra layers
we added to the model introduce extra overhead, especially those of the prediction module and
the deconvolutional module. One method for improving the DSSD speed involves replacing the
deconvolution layer with a simple bilinear up-sampling. Third, we use many more default boxes;
according to Table 3.14, we use 2.6 times more default boxes than does a previous version of
the SSD (43688 vs. 17080). These extra default boxes require more processing time not only for
prediction but also for the subsequent non-maximum suppression.
We tested our model using either a batch size of 1 or the maximum size that can fit in the
memory of a Titan X GPU. We compiled the results (Table 3.14 ) using a Titan X GPU, cuDNN
v4 and an Intel Xeon E5-2667v3@3.20GHz. Our SSD 513 model yields speed and accuracy
figures that are similar to the R-FCN approach. Our DSSD 513 model performs with better accu-
racy but is slightly slower. The DSSD 321 model maintains a speed advantage over the R-FCN,
but with a small drop in accuracy. Our proposed DSSD model achieves state-of-the-art accuracy
while maintaining a reasonable speed compared to other detectors.
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Visualization
In Figure 3.10 , we show some detection examples on COCO test-dev with the SSD321 and
DSSD321 models. Compared to SSD, our DSSD model improves in two cases. The first case is
in scenes containing small objects or dense objects as shown in Figure 3.10a. Due to the small
input size, SSD does not work well on small objects, but DSSD shows obvious improvement.
The second case is for certain classes that have distinct context. In Figure 3.10, we can see the
results of classes with specific relationships can be improved: tie and man in suit, baseball bat
and baseball player, soccer ball and soccer player, tennis racket and tennis player, and skateboard
and jumping person.
In Figure 3.10, we show some detection examples on COCO test-dev with our SSD321
and DSSD321 models. Our DSSD model is an improvement over SSD for both scenarios (dense
cases involving small objects or dense scenes, scene context) portrayed in Figure 3.10a. The
first scenario involves scenes containing small objects or dense objects (Figure 3.10). Here, the
DSSD yields an obvious improvement in performance compared to the SSD. The second sce-
nario involves certain classes of scene with distinct context, for which DSSD also constitutes an
improvement specifically, for the tie and man in suit, baseball bat and baseball player, soccer
ball and soccer player, tennis racket and tennis player, and skateboard and jumping person in
performance compared to the SSD.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose an approach for adding context to a state-of-the-art object detec-
tion framework and demonstrate its effectiveness on benchmark datasets. While we expect many
improvements can still be made in finding more efficient and effective ways to combine the fea-
tures from the encoder and decoder, our model still achieved state-of-the-art detection results
on PASCAL VOC and COCO in 2017. Our new DSSD model outperforms the previous SSD
framework, especially for small object or context-specific objects, while still yielding speeds
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comparable to other detectors. Although we have only applied our encoder-decoder hourglass
model to the SSD framework, this approach also can be applied to other detection methods, such
as the R-CNN series methods [19, 6, 20].
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(b) Scene Context Cases
Figure 3.10: Detection examples with scores greater than 0.6 on COCO test-dev for the
SSD321 model (left side of each pair) and DSSD321 model (right side of each pair). Each color
corresponds to an object category.
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CHAPTER 4: RETINAMASK:LEARNING TO PREDICT MASKS IMPROVES
STATE-OF-THE-ART SINGLE-SHOT DETECTION FOR FREE
After RetinaNet [3] was released in 2017, accuracy of the single-stage detector is stagnant.
In this chapter, we improves the training of RetinaNet and called the resulting augmented net-
work RetinaMask which brings single-shot detectors up to the same level as current two-stage
detectors. The detection component of RetinaMask have same computational cost as the origi-
nal RetinaNet, but is more accuracy. The methods proposed can be easily applied to the current
applications using single-shot detectors and increase the accuracy for free.
4.1 Model
We start with the RetinaNet settings in Detectron1 and rebuild it in PyTorch to form our base-
line. Then, we introduce the following modifications to the baseline settings: best matching
policy (Section 4.1.1), and modified bounding box regression loss (Section 4.1.2). Finally, we
describe how to add the mask prediction module on top of RetinaNet (Section 4.1.3).
4.1.1 Best Matching Policy
In the bounding box matching stage, the RetinaNet policy is as follows. All anchor boxes
that have an intersection-over-union (IoU) overlap with a ground truth object greater than 0.5,
are considered positive examples. If the overlap is less than 0.4, the anchor boxes are assigned
a negative label. All anchors for which the overlap falls between 0.4 and 0.5 are not used in the
training. However, there exists an exceptional case for which the assignment can be improved.
Specifically, some of the ground truth objects’ aspect ratios are outliers, with one side much
1 https://github.com/facebookresearch/Detectron
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Figure 4.1: Accuracy versus inference time on COCO test-dev. For fair comparison with
RetinaNet, we train our RetinaMask models at {400, 500, 600, 700, 800} resolution without
using multi-scale augmentation during training. Our best model, which achieves 42.6 mAP, can
be found in Table 4.5. Our improved versions, RetinaMask-50/101 respectively, are shown with
blue/red square markers. The original RetinaNet-50/101 results are shown with blue/red circle
markers. The state-of-the-art two-stage detector Mask R-CNN [4] has improved since publication.
We show three versions with green circle markers: original paper 38.5/195 detection+mask/M40
(mAP/ms/GPU), Detectron [9] Caffe2 (40.0/119 detection only/P100), and maskrnn-benchmark
[10] PyTorch (40.1/116 detection only/1080 Ti) whose speed is re-evaluated on our servers.
longer than the other. Thus, no anchor box can be matched to those according to the RetinaNet
strategy. For each of these ground truth boxes we propose to find its best matching anchor box,
relaxing the overlapping IoU threshold. We provide an ablation study using different thresholds
on the best matching anchors. The results suggest that using best matching anchor with any
nonzero overlap gives the best accuracy (notice that such anchors always exists, because single-
shot anchors are densely sampled).
4.1.2 Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 Loss
Smooth L1 Loss for object detection was originally proposed in Fast R-CNN [6] to make
bounding box regression more robust by replacing the excessively strict L2 Loss. Current state-
of-the-art methods such as Faster R-CNN [20], R-FCN [2] and SSD [33] still use this loss.
Smooth L1 contains two important characteristics. First, the L1 region reduces the over-










(b) Self-Adjusting Smooth L1
Figure 4.2: Smooth L1 and Self-Adjusting Smooth L1. In Smooth L1 Loss (a) β if a fixed thresh-
old that separates loss into L2 and L1 regions. In the proposed Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 (b), the
β is calculated as the difference between running mean and running variance of L1 loss and the
value is clamped to the [0, β̂] range. The β is approaching 0 during training.
instances. For Example, in APIoU=.50 standard, once the IoU passes 0.5 threshold, the detection
will be considered well-localized, without giving credit to further improvement. However, COCO
standard introduces a new metric encouraging better alignment. Note that on the early stages
of training, localization is poor, which makes sharp loss ineffective. Later, when localization
improves, sharper loss is beneficial for further improvement. Therefore, smaller β would be pre-
ferred on the later stages of learning. Instead of specifying this directly, we use the running mean
and std of L1 loss to set it. To the best of our knowledge, the only similar work is MultiPath
Network [80], which integrates classification losses with different IoU settings. Ours is a more
straightforward and lightweight solution that handles the COCO metric well.
In Smooth L1 Loss described in Equation 4.1, a point β splits the positive axis range into
two parts: L2 loss is used for targets in range [0, β], and L1 loss is used beyond β to avoid over-
penalizing outliers. The overall function is smooth (continuous, together with its derivative), as
illustrated in Figure 4.1. However, the choice of control point(β) is heuristic and is usually done






, if |x| < β
|x| − 0.5β, otherwise
(4.1)
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We propose an improved version of Smooth L1 called Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 Loss. Inside
the loss function, the running mean and variance of the absolute loss are recorded. We use the
running minibatch mean and variance with momentum=0.9 to update these two parameters.
Then, the parameters are used to calculate the control point. Specifically, the control point
is chosen to be equal to the difference between the running mean and running variance (µR −
σ2R), and the value is clipped to a range [0, β̂], as can be seen in Equation 4.2. Clipping is used
because running mean is unstable during training, as the number of positive examples in each
batch is different. We also test the batch mean and variance instead of running mean and variance.
However, batch version contains more uncertain noise. Figure 4.3 shows the batch mean of L1
loss for the x offset and for width in bounding box regression. Therefore, using moving average












µR = µR ∗m + µB ∗ (1−m)
σ2R = σ
2
R ∗m + σ2B ∗ (1−m)
β = max(0,min(β̂, µR − σ2R))
(4.2)



















Figure 4.3: Batch mean of the L1 loss applied to bounding box regression variables: x offset pre-
diction dx and width prediction dw. Similar plots for y offset prediction dy and height prediction
dh are omitted for readability.
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4.1.3 Mask Prediction Module
In order to add the mask prediction module, single-shot detection predictions are treated as
mask proposals. After running RetinaNet for bounding box predictions, we extract the top N
scored predictions. Then, we distribute these mask proposals to sample features from the appro-
priate layers of the FPN according to Equation 4.3 proposed in FPN [37]. Figure 4.4 illustrates
the assignment process. We use the following equation to determine which feature map, Pk to
sample from for predicting the instance mask:
k = bk0 + log2
√
wh/224c, (4.3)
where k0 = 4, and w, h are the width and height of the detection. If the size is smaller than 2242,
it will be assigned to feature layer P3, between 2242 to 4482 is assigned to P4, and larger than
4482 is assigned to P5.
In our final model, we use the {P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 } 2 feature layers for bounding box predic-
tions and {P3, P4, P5} feature layers for mask prediction. In our ablation study, we analyze the
impact of using more feature layers for mask proposals assignment, showing that this does not
give any performance boost.
Network: Figure 4.4 shows a high-level overview of the model. We use ResNet-50, ResNet-101
and ResNeXt [81] as backbone models in our experiments, freezing all of the Batch Normaliza-
tion layers. Following the Feature Pyramid Network [37] setting, we add extra layers (P6 and P7)
and form top-down connections (P5, P4, and P3). The only minor change we did is generating P6
from P5 layer. The accuracy change of ResNet-50 model is 0.1 and the performance of ResNet-
101 is the same. The dimensionality of each of the Feature Pyramid layers (P3, . . . , P7) is set to
256. The bounding box classification head consists of 4 convolutional layers (conv3x3(256) +
ReLU) and uses 1 convolution (conv3x3(number of anchors * number of classes)) with point-
wise sigmoid nonlinearities. For bounding box regression, we adopt the class-agnostic setting.










































Figure 4.4: RetinaMask network architecture. This figure demonstrates a single-shot detector
extended with the mask prediction module. Left part shows the RetinaNet on the Feature Pyra-
mid Network. The classification and bounding box regression module is applied on the feature
layers, {P3, P4, P5, P6, P7}. After the predicted bounding boxes are processed and aggregated,
they are distributed to {P3, P4, P5} for mask predictions according to the size. This results in P5
predicting masks for larger objects, and P3 predicting smaller objects.
We also run 4 convolutional layers (conv3x3(256) + ReLU) and 1 output layer (conv3x3(number
of anchors * 4)) to refine the anchors. Once the bounding boxes are predicted, we aggregate
them and distribute to the Feature Pyramid layers, as discussed above. The ROI-Align operation
is performed at the assigned feature layers, yielding 14x14 resolution features, which are fed
into 4 consequent convolutional layers (conv3x3), and a single transposed convolutional layer
(convtranspose2d 2x2) that upsamples the map to 28x28 resolution. Finally, a prediction convolu-
tional layer (conv1x1) is applied. We predict class-specific masks.
4.1.4 Training
To train RetinaNet, we follow the settings in the original paper. Images are resized to make
the shorter side equal to 800 pixels, while limiting the longer side to 1333 pixels.
We use batch size of 16 images, weight decay 10−4, momentum 0.9, and train for 90k itera-
tions with the base learning rate of 0.01, dropped to 0.001 and 0.0001 at iterations 60k and 80k.
We train our models on servers with 4 1080 Ti GPUs. For some models (e.g. a ResNet-101-FPN
backbone), there is not enough GPU memory for this batch size. If this is the case, we follow
the Linear Scaling policy proposed in [82] and reduce the batch size (increasing the number of
training iterations and reducing the learning rate accordingly). In order to train with the Mask
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Prediction Module, we extend the number of training iterations by a factor of 1.5x, or 2x, during
multi-scale training. The multi-scale training is done at scales {640, 800, 1200}.
Thus, for 1.5x training, the number of iterations is set to 135k, and learning rate drops occur
at iterations 90k, and 120k. For 2x, we train the network 180k iterations, and drop the learning
rate at 120k, 160k. The training time is ≈ 56 hours when using ResNet-50 with 1.5x train itera-
tion, while for ResNet-101 it goes up to ≈ 75 hours, for the same number of iterations.
The anchor boxes span 5 scales and 9 combinations (3 aspect ratios [0.5, 1, 2] and 3 sizes [20,
21/3 , 22/3 ]), following [3]. The base anchor sizes range from 322 to 5122 on Feature Pyramid
levels P3 to P7 . Each anchor box is matched to no more than one ground truth bounding box.
The anchors that have intersection-over-union overlap with a ground truth box larger than 0.5
are considered positive examples. On the other hand, if the overlap is less than 0.4, such anchors
are treated as negative examples. Then, we use the proposed best matching policy, as described
in Section 4.1, which can only add positive examples. For the Focal Loss function shown in
Equation 4.4 used in classification, we set α = 0.25, γ = 2.0, and initialize the prediction logits
according to N (0, 0.01) distribution. For the bounding box regression we add the proposed Self-
Adjusting Smooth L1 and limit the control point to the range [0, 0.11] (β̂ = 0.11).
FL = −αt(1− pt)γ log(pt) (4.4)
For each image during training, we also run suppression and top-100 selection of the predicted
boxes (the same processing as single-shot detectors apply during inference). Then, we add
ground truth boxes to the proposals set, and run the mask prediction module. Thus, the num-
ber of mask proposals is (100+Gt) during training. The final loss function is a sum of the three
losses: LossboxCls + LossboxReg + Lossmask.
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Threshold AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
0.5 35.5 53.7 38.1 19.5 39.3 47.4
0.4 36.0 54.1 38.6 19.1 39.6 48.3
0.3 36.1 54.5 38.9 19.8 39.6 48.6
0.2 36.1 54.5 38.7 20.4 39.8 48.6
0.0 36.2 55.0 38.7 19.7 39.5 48.6
Table 4.1: Ablation study of different thresholds used in the best matching case on COCO
minival. The selected threshold relaxes the regular intersection-over-union threshold of 0.5 for
assigning at least one anchor box to each ground truth box. The base threshold is kept at 0.5, so
the modification only affects previously unmatched ground truth objects.
4.1.5 Inference
First, during the bounding box inference we use a confidence threshold of 0.05 to filter out
predictions with low confidence. Second, we select the top 1000 scoring boxes from each pre-
diction layer. Third, we apply non-maximum suppression (nms) with threshold 0.4 for each
class separately. Finally, the top-100 scoring predictions are selected for each image. For mask
inference, we use the top 50 bounding box predictions as mask proposals. Although there are
more intelligent ways to perform post-processing, such as SoftNMS [83] or test-time image aug-
mentations, in order to fairly compare against the baseline models in speed and accuracy, we
intentionally do not use those here.
4.2 Experiments
Dataset: In this paper, we use the COCO [11] dataset, which provides bounding box and seg-
mentation mask annotations. We follow common practice [73], using the COCO trainval35k
split (union of 2014train 80k and a subset of 35k images from 2014val 40k) for training and the
minival (remaining 5k images from 2014val 40k) for evaluation3.
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4.2.1 Ablation Study
Best Matching Policy: In Table 4.1, we test the effectiveness of using Best Matching Policy
for all ground truth objects, as described in Section 4.1.1. Threshold 0.5 corresponds to regular
matching. We then gradually lower the threshold for the best matching policy, going down all
the way to 0 (completely relaxing the threshold). According to Table 4.1, using best matching
anchors with any positive overlap to ground truth gives the best performance.
Qualitative results suggest that our matching strategy reduces the number of duplicate de-
tections. Indeed, best matching enforces larger changes to anchor boxes (but not too large to
destabilize the training process), so different anchors shrink tighter to the ground truth object, and
only one survives during non-maximum suppression.
Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 Loss: We first ran the Smooth L1 with fixed values (1.0 and 0.11).
The choice of β is not specified in RetinaNet [3]. According to the released implementation,
Detectron, 0.11 is used. The upper part of Table 4.2 shows that setting β is set to 1.0 will favor
AP0.5 which is widely used in datasets which adopt IoU=0.5 as the evaluation metric such as
Pascal VOC [21]. In contrast, the smaller value, 0.11, will favor more restrictive metrics such as
IoU=.50:.05:.95 [11].
The bottom part of Table 4.2 shows the results of using Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 loss. First,
we can see that our Self-Adjusting loss with setting 0.11, gives the best results for every metric.
It is clear that this method is not dataset dependent. Second, the Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 is
robust. When we change the bounding region from 0.11 to 1.0, the decrease of results is minor
compared to the original Smooth L1 method. We also test other two settings. First, using the
batch version instead of running mean and variance. This is shown as Batch self − adj. Or sharing
the running mean and variance across channels, which is shown as β ≤ 0.111. Both achieve
around 36.4 mAP which is still better than the traditional Smooth L1.
3 COCO trainval35k is also called COCO 2017 train and the minival is COCO 2017 val.
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AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
Fixed
β = 1.0 35.3 55.6 37.8 19.4 38.9 46.9
β = 0.11 36.2 55.0 38.7 19.7 39.5 48.6
Batch self-Adj
β ≤ 0.11 36.4 55.6 38.8 19.9 39.8 48.9
Self-Adj
β ≤ 1.0 36.4 55.4 39.0 19.9 39.9 48.1
β ≤ 0.111 36.4 55.3 38.9 19.7 39.9 48.3
β ≤ 0.11 36.6 55.7 39.0 20.3 40.0 48.8
Table 4.2: Ablation study of Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 with different β on COCO minival.






Base 1x 36.2 55.0 38.7 — — —
P3-P5 1x 36.9 55.3 39.7 32.7 52.2 34.9
P3-P5 1.5x 37.1 55.9 39.5 33.0 52.9 35.0
P2-P5 1x 36.7 54.9 39.7 32.8 52.2 35.1
P3-P6 1.5x 37.2 55.9 39.8 32.6 52.4 34.7
Table 4.3: Ablation study of different settings for adding mask prediction module on COCO
minival.
Multi-Task Training with Mask Prediction: Table 4.3 illustrates bounding box accuracy im-
provement when running multi-task training with instance segmentation. When training with
mask prediction using {P3, P4, P5}, we see 0.7 mAP improvement. If we train with 1.5x schedule,
the improvement is 0.9 mAP. If we add the feature layer with higher resolution, will it be helpful
for the prediction? We follow Mask R-CNN to use {P2, P3, P4, P5} for mask prediction. The re-
sults are slightly better on mask prediction but worse on detection. We also test using k0 = 5 in
Equation 4.3, which shown as P2-P6 in the table. This setting makes predictions to the same size
bbox and mask be in the same feature layer. It gives the better accuracy on bbox but lower accu-
racy on mask side due to the lower resolution. In conclusion, adding mask prediction consistently
improves detection results, but requires longer training. It is also worth noting that in the Mask





(c) Sports Ball (d) Toaster
Figure 4.5: Comparison to RetinaNet baseline (left column). RetinaMask (right column) includes
Best Matching policy, Self-Adjusting L1 loss, and Mask Prediction (see Section 4.2.2). The
figure shows all detection results (no confidence threshold applied) only for selected categories
(tie for (a), skis for (b), sports ball for (c), and toaster for (d)). Prediction scores are also shows,
where they do not clutter the image. Our model shows improvement in classes with large aspect
ratios (no multiple detections for tie, and better recall for skis); In (a) our model demonstrates
no false negatives (e.g. note false negative sports ball with 0.14 score for the baseline model);
(d) shows the failure toaster case, that accounts for the decrease in Figure 4.7 (only 9 toasters in
COCO minival).
4.2.2 Comparison to RetinaNet
Following [8] we give an explanation of our model’s improvement over the RetinaNet base-
line. The model evaluated in this section incorporates all three components described in Sec-
tion 4.1: Best Matching policy, Self-Adjusting Smooth L1, and Mask Prediction head. ResNet-50
is used as the backbone architecture, and images are resized to a shorter side of 800 pixels. No
data augmentation is used.
First, we look at per-class difference of the mean Average Precision in Figure 4.7, showing
improvement in most of the classes. Note that the toaster class, whose mAP decreases by 7.9
points (from 28.9 to 21.0), has only 9 ground truth objects in the validation set. On the other
hand, hair drier shows a significant increase from 0.9 to 7.1 mAP points. The classes that im-
prove most also include snowboard, sports ball, kite, refrigerator, and scissors (mAP difference
≥ 5). See some qualitative examples in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of RetinaMask with ResNet-101-FPN-GN Model(BBox=41.7 mAP,
Mask=36.7 mAP result on COCO test-dev).
Figure 4.8 shows the difference in class-agnostic weak detection at low IoU threshold of 0.1,
which ignores localization errors. Moreover, foreground object mis-classification is also ignored,
which does not count for errors of attributing an object of one category to a different category.
High correlation in these two relative differences for the improved classes (snowboard, sports
ball, etc.) suggest that a large portion of network improvement comes from better localization,
rather than better confidence prediction (otherwise class-agnostic weak detection would not
improve).
Table 4.4 shows comparisons of our model to RetinaNet on different backbone networks and
input resolutions. RetinaNet results come from the Table 1(e) of the RetinaNet [3] paper. Our
model shows better accuracy for all combinations of backbone network choices and resolutions.
We report the speed number evaluated on Nvidia 1080 Ti. We re-implement the network in Py-
Torch (1080 Ti), while RetinaNet is implemented in Caffe2 (M40). Note that speed numbers are
reported for different GPU architectures, and thus should not be directly compared. Our network
is very similar in inference settings to the original RetinaNet, so most speed performance gains
are attributed to better framework implementation.
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In Figure 4.1, we show our results compared with state-of-the-art single-shot and two-stage
detectors [79, 3, 4]. Note that YOLOv3 [79] is trained with multi-scale training but ours and
ReinaNet [3] are not. Our results show that the detector in RetinaMask has a higher envelop
for accuracy-vs-time than RetinaNet when using ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 for the backbone
model. All the numbers for Figure 4.1 can be found in Table 4.4. Our model shows 1.84 mAP
and 1.52 mAP improvement on ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 compared to RetinaNet. Our de-
tection result is better than the original numbers from Mask R-CNN and very close to recent
implementation results.
During our experiments, we found out a slow operator (Tensor Indexing 4) was fixed in the
PyTorch v.1.0.0 framework which improves the speed of our model around 10∼15%.
4.2.3 Comparisons to the state-of-the-art methods
We use ResNet-50-FPN, ResNet-101-FPN, and ResNeXt32x8d-101-FPN [81] as the back-
bones in our final models. We train with the multi-scale {640, 800, 1200} and 2x iterations
schedule. For the ResNet-101-FPN model, we also train a version using Group Normaliza-
tion(GN) [84], which is applied only on the extra layers (FPN, localization, and classification).
Replacing all the Batch Normalization [85] in ResNet-101 would cause a significant slowdown.
The speed of ResNet-101-FPN-GN model is 0.158 s/im (compared to 0.145 s/im without GN).
Using ResNeXt32x8d-101-FPN [81] as backbone further improves results by 0.9 mAP and
achieves 42.6 mAP on COCO. We provide the quantitative comparison in Table 4.5 and show
some detection examples in Figure 4.6.
We also acknowledge the recent new architectures for better object detection such as NAS-
NET [86] or efficient networks (MobileNet [87, 88], ShuffleNet [89]), but their evaluation is
beyond the scope of this work.
4 https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch/pull/13420
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4.2.4 Comparison with Mask R-CNN on instance mask prediction
In Table 4.6, we compare our mask (instance segmentation) results to Mask R-CNN. The
Mask R-CNN [4] results are from Table 8 of Mask R-CNN [4]. All the results are using ResNet-
101 and Feature Pyramid Network [37] as the backbone model. Our models are trained in a very
similar fashion to the +e2e training in [4]. Mask R-CNN still shows better accuracy on mask












































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: RetinaMask mAP detection improvement over RetinaNet baseline ResNet-50 back-
bone results are shown. mAP is computed across top 100 detections, and averaged for thresholds
















































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.8: RetinaMask class-agnostic detection improvement over RetinaNet baseline. Localiza-
tion errors are ignored by setting a low IoU threshold of 0.1, foreground object mis-classification
is ignored as well. ResNet-50 backbone results are shown.
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4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed three components to train a more accurate Single-Shot detector,
RetinaMask. Our ablations show improvements for each module and our final model shows
significantly better accuracy without any network architecture change during inference. The
proposed Self-Adjusting Smooth L1 loss can be used beyond the tasks of object detection and
instance segmentation. RetinaMask is a simple method to increase the accuracy of single-shot
detectors widely used today, from cellphone applications, to self-driving, to e-commerce.
Acknowledgements
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D S M AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL T
50 400 R 30.5 47.8 32.7 11.2 33.8 46.1 64
O(B) 32.3 49.8 34.2 11.6 34.4 47.8 49
O(M) 28.7 46.9 30.1 07.0 29.1 47.4 61
50 500 R 32.5 50.9 34.8 13.9 35.8 46.7 72
O(B) 34.6 52.6 36.7 14.8 36.7 48.8 50
O(M) 30.7 49.8 32.3 09.6 31.7 48.2 61
50 600 R 34.3 53.2 36.9 16.2 37.4 47.4 98
O(B) 36.0 54.5 38.5 17.1 38.1 49.2 67
O(M) 31.9 51.6 33.8 11.5 33.3 48.4 79
50 700 R 35.1 54.2 37.7 18.0 39.3 46.4 121
O(B) 36.9 55.6 39.6 18.9 39.1 48.7 78
O(M) 32.8 52.9 35.0 13.0 34.5 48.4 90
50 800 R 35.7 55.0 38.5 18.9 38.9 46.3 153
O(B) 37.5 56.4 40.2 19.6 39.8 48.9 93
O(M) 33.4 53.7 35.4 13.6 35.1 48.7 105
101 400 R 31.9 49.5 34.1 11.6 35.8 48.5 81
O(B) 33.1 49.7 35.4 11.0 35.7 49.9 57
O(M) 29.4 47.3 31.2 06.8 30.4 49.5 65
101 500 R 34.4 53.1 36.8 14.7 38.5 49.1 90
O(B) 36.3 54.7 38.7 15.9 39.1 50.9 65
O(M) 32.0 51.8 33.8 10.2 33.8 50.2 77
101 600 R 36.0 55.2 38.7 17.4 39.6 49.7 122
O(B) 37.4 56.0 39.9 17.3 39.9 51.4 81
O(M) 33.2 53.2 35.2 11.6 35.0 50.7 91
101 700 R 37.1 56.6 39.8 19.1 40.6 49.4 154
O(B) 38.5 57.3 41.3 19.1 41.1 51.8 95
O(M) 34.1 54.5 36.3 13.0 36.2 51.0 106
101 800 R 37.8 57.5 40.8 20.2 41.1 49.2 198
O(B) 39.1 58.0 41.9 20.4 41.7 51.0 115
O(M) 34.7 55.4 36.9 14.3 36.7 50.5 126
Table 4.4: Comparison to RetinaNet with different input resolutions on COCO test-dev (Also
see Figure 4.1). For each (D/S) depth/scale, the upper part (R) is the RetinaNet performance from
Table 1(e) in RetinaNet [3], our results are in the bottom part. We also report mask prediction ac-
curacies. For Depth, 50:ResNet-50-FPN, 101:ResNet-101-FPN. For Method, R:RetinaNet, O(B):
Our Method of BBox prediction, O(M): Our Method of Mask prediction. Our speed number is
evaluated on Nvidia 1080 Ti / PyTorch1.0 and FocalLoss results are evaluated on Nvidia M40 /
Caffe2.
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Faster R-CNN+++ [1] ResNet-101-C4 34.9 55.7 37.4 15.6 38.7 50.9
Faster R-CNN w FPN [37] ResNet-101-FPN 36.2 59.1 39.0 18.2 39.0 48.2
Faster R-CNN w RoIAlign [4] ResNet-101-FPN 37.3 59.6 40.3 19.8 40.2 48.8
Mask R-CNN [4] ResNet-101-FPN 38.2 60.3 41.7 20.1 41.1 50.2
single-shot Detectors
YOLOv2 [32] Darknet-19 21.6 44.0 19.2 5.0 22.4 35.5
SSD513 [33, 36] ResNet-101 31.2 50.4 33.3 10.2 34.5 49.8
DSSD513 [36] ResNet-101-DSSD 33.2 53.3 35.2 13.0 35.4 51.1
YOLOv3-608 [79] Darknet-53 33.0 57.9 34.4 18.3 35.4 41.9
RetinaNet [3] ResNet-101-FPN 39.1 59.1 42.3 21.8 42.7 50.2
RetinaNet [3] ResNeXt-101-FPN 40.8 61.1 44.1 24.1 44.2 51.2
RetinaMask ResNet-50-FPN 39.4 58.6 42.3 21.9 42.0 51.0
RetinaMask ResNet-101-FPN 41.4 60.8 44.6 23.0 44.5 53.5
RetinaMask ResNet-101-FPN-GN 41.7 61.7 45.0 23.5 44.7 52.8
RetinaMask ResNeXt-101-FPN-GN 42.6 62.5 46.0 24.8 45.6 53.8
Table 4.5: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on COCO test-dev. Compared to
RetinaNet [3], our model based on ResNet-101-FPN is better by 2.6 mAP. Compared to Mask
R-CNN [4], our model shows 3.5 mAP improvement. Please check the supplementary for the
high-resolution version.






Mask R-CNN 36.7 59.5 38.9 39.6 61.5 43.2
+update baseline 37.0 59.7 39.0 40.5 63.0 43.7
+e2e training 37.6 60.4 39.9 41.7 64.1 45.2
+ImageNet-5k 38.6 61.7 40.9 42.7 65.1 46.6
+train-time augm. 39.2 62.5 41.6 43.5 65.9 47.2
RetinaMask 36.4 57.3 38.7 41.1 60.2 44.1
Table 4.6: Comparison with Mask R-CNN on mask prediction using ResNet-101 on COCO
minival. The Mask R-CNN results are from Table 8 in the appendix of Mask R-CNN [4].
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CHAPTER 5: IMP: INSTANCE MASK PROJECTION FOR HIGH ACCURACY
SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION OF THINGS
In this chapter, we present a new operator, called Instance Mask Projection (IMP), which
projects a predicted instance segmentation as a new feature for semantic segmentation. It also
supports back propagation and is trainable end-to-end. By adding this operator, we introduce a
new way to combine top-down and bottom-up information in semantic segmentation. Our ex-
periments show the effectiveness of IMP on both clothing parsing (with complex layering, large
deformations, and non-convex objects), and on street scene segmentation (with many overlapping
instances and small objects). On the Varied Clothing Parsing dataset (VCP), we show instance
mask projection can improve mIOU by 3 points over a state-of-the-art Panoptic FPN segmenta-
tion approach. On the ModaNet clothing parsing dataset, we show a dramatic improvement of
20.4% compared to existing baseline semantic segmentation results. In addition, the Instance
Mask Projection operator works well on other (non-clothing) datasets, providing an improvement
in mIOU of 3 points on “thing” classes of Cityscapes, a self-driving dataset, over a state-of-the-
art approach.
5.1 Model
Our goal is to develop a joint instance/semantic segmentation framework that can directly
integrate predictions from instance segmentation to produce a more accurate semantic segmen-
tation labeling. Our model is able to take advantage of recent advances in instance segmentation
algorithms like Mask R-CNN [4] as well as advancements in semantic segmentation models [5].
In this section, we first explain the proposed Instance Mask Projection (IMP) operator (Sec 5.1.1).









Extract Semantic Segmentation Features
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Figure 5.1: Example of Instance Mask Projection: An Instance Mask Projection operator takes
the instance mask as the input (Class, Score, BBox, Mask) and project the results as the fea-
ture map for semantic segmentation prediction. In this example, the “Dress” is detected in the
Instance Detection pipeline, then is transformed as the feature layer.
5.1.1 IMP: Instance Mask Projection
The Instance Mask Projection operator projects the segmentation masks from an instance
mask prediction, defined on a detection bounding box, onto a canvas defined over the whole
image. This canvas is then used as an input feature layer for semantic segmentation1.
Each predicted instance mask has a Class, Score, BBox location, and h× w Mask2. First, the
score for each pixel in the Mask is scaled by the object Score for the Class. Then, locations in the
canvas layer for the Class are sampled from the scaled mask. Note that the canvas is updated only
if the scaled mask value is larger than the current canvas value. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1
where a “dress” is detected by Mask R-CNN and then projected onto the canvas in its detected
BBox location. The projected layer shows the low resolution instance mask which predicts an
outline of the dress, while the next step of semantic segmentation uses some of the FPN feature
layers as well as the canvas as features to produce a more accurate parse.
1 The resolution of the canvas can be chosen according to which feature layer is attached.
2 The resolution of Mask is 28×28 in Mask R-CNN
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Algorithm 1: CUDA implementation of Forward of IMP
Input: (C,P,M,B): Mask R-CNN Results, Class C:[N], Probability P :[N ], Mask
M :[N ,28,28], and BBox B:[N ], where N is the number of detections
Output: (F ):The projected feature map denoted by F :[D,H ,W ], where D is the Class, and
H ,W are the height and width of the feature map
Function IMP(C,P,M,B):
for cell ci ∈Mask : [N, 28, 28] do in parallel
ni,maskhi,maskwi ← DecodeIndexes(ci);
vi =M [ni,maskhi,maskwi] ∗ P [ni];
xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax ← ProjectRegion(B[ni],maskhi,maskwi);
foreach pixel pj ∈ F [C[ni], ymin : ymax, xmin : xmax] do
pj ← atomicMax(pj, vi);
return F ;
The IMP operator can be implemented efficiently using custom CUDA kernels, see Al-
gorithm 1. The input parameters are instance segmentation results, Class C:[N ], Probability
P :[N ], Mask M :[N, 28, 28], and BBox B:[N ], where N is the number of masks. For each
cell ci in Mask M , it first identifies its indices in the Mask using the DecodeIndexes function
and then obtains projected value vi by multiplying its value and probability P [ni]. The pro-
jected region xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax can be calculated using BBox location B[ni] and its indexes
maskhi,maskwiin Mask. In the projected region F [C[ni], ymin : ymax, xmin : xmax], we use the
atomicMax operation to update the value of each pixel. Each cell runs concurrently in the CUDA
kernel and the atomicMax operation guarantees only the max value will be kept when multiple
cells project to the same pixel.
We concatenate the IMP canvas with the feature layer(s) (either P2 or P2-5) to let the net-
work use this as a strong prior for object location, allowing the semantic segmentation part of the


























































































Figure 5.2: Variants of models we used in the experiments. (a) Mask R-CNN-IMP Uses the IMP
to generate the semantic segmentation prediction directly without any learning parameters. (b)
Panoptic-P2 uses the P2 layer in FPN to generate semantic segmentation, which is the minimal
way to add semantic segmentation in FPN architecture. (c) Panoptic-P2-IMP demonstrates how
to apply IMP on Panoptic-P2. (d) Panoptic-FPN combines the features layers {P2, P3, P4, P5}






























Figure 5.3: Architecture: Panoptic-FPN-IMP: Our full model contains four parts. The first
part is FPN + Mask R-CNN which is used for Object/Instance Detection. The Instance Mask
Projection Module takes the output of instance detection to generate the feature layer(1xCx1/4).
For the Semantic Segmentation Moduel, we adopts the Panoptic FPN [5] which upsamples and
transforms {P2, P3, P4, P5} to 1x128x1/4 and sums them. Then we concatenate the results
of instance mask projection and semantic segmentation module and forward to the semantic
segmentation prediction head. See Figure 5.2 for other models.
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5.1.2 Adding IMP to Base Models
Mask R-CNN-IMP
Figure 5.2a illustrates Mask R-CNN-IMP which uses Mask R-CNN as a base model and
adds IMP to project the instance masks to a canvas, used as an approximate semantic segmenta-
tion. This does not involve any learning or additional processing for semantic segmentation after
projection and already performs well for some objects.
Panoptic-P2, Panoptic-P2-IMP, Semantic-P2
Next we consider lightweight versions of Panoptic FPN [5] as the base model. Panoptic FPN
extends the Mask R-CNN network architecture to predict both instance segmentation and seman-
tic segmentation. The added semantic segmentation head takes input from multiple layers of the
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [37] used in Mask R-CNN. We perform some experiments with
a lightweight version we call Panoptic-P2 that only takes features from the P2 layer of the FPN
for use by the semantic prediction head (and does not use GroupNorm), shown in Figure 5.2b.
When we also remove the RPN and bounding box prediction heads from Panoptic-P2, leaving
just the semantic head attached to P2 we call the network Semantic-P2. We experiment with
adding Instance Mask Projection to Panoptic-P2, and call this Panoptic-P2-IMP (illustrated in
Figure 5.2c).
Panoptic-FPN, Panoptic-FPN-IMP, Semantic-FPN
Next, we experiment with adding IMP to the full Panoptic FPN [5], calling this Panoptic-
FPN-IMP, shown in Figure 5.3. We also experiment with two ablated versions, Panoptic-FPN
alone (see Figure 5.2d ) and Semantic-FPN which drops the RPN and bounding box heads from
Panoptic-FPN.
Figure 5.3 illustrates Panoptic-FPN-IMP which uses the conv3x3(128) + GroupNorm [84]
+ ReLU + Bilinear upsampling(2x). For P3(scale/8), P4(scale/16), P5(scale/32) layers, we first
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upsample each to (1/4) scale. For the P2 layer, we apply conv3x3 to reduce the dimension from
256 to 128. Then, we sum these 4 layers to (128× H/4 × W/4) and concatenate with the Instance
Mask Projection layer to form the feature layer((128 + C) × H/4 × W/4). Finally, we apply 4
conv3x3 and 1 conv1x1 layers to generate semantic segmentation predictions. In contrast to
FPN-P2 networks, all conv3x3 use GroupNorm.
5.1.3 Training
We adopt a two-stage training solution, first training a Mask R-CNN detection/instance seg-
mentation model then using this as an initial prediction for training our full model. Pre-training is
incorporated for practical reasons to reduce training time (without pre-training the IMP will vary
significantly over training iterations, making convergence slow). In the first stage, we follow the
Mask R-CNN training settings but adjust the parameters for 4 GPU machines (Nvidia 1080 Ti)
by following the Linear Scaling Rule [82]. For implementation we use PyTorch v1.0.0 [90] and
base our code on the Maskrcnn-benchmark repository [91].
5.2 Experiments
We evaluate our proposed model on two different tasks: clothing parsing and street scene
segmentation.
5.2.1 Varied Clothing Dataset
The Varied Clothing Dataset evaluates clothing parsing – where the goal is to assign an ap-
parel category label (e.g. shirt, skirt, sweater, coat, etc) to each pixel in a picture containing cloth-
ing. This is an extremely challenging segmentation problem due to clothing deformations and
heavy occlusions due to layering. The dataset depicts 25 clothing categories, plus skin, hair, and
background labels, with pixel-accurate polygon segmentations, hand labeled on 6k images. The
dataset covers a wide range of depictions, including: real-world pictures of people, layflat images
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(clothing items arranged on a flat surface), fashion-runway photos, and movie stills. Special care
is taken to sample clothing photos from around the world, across varied body shapes, in widely
varied poses, and with full or partial-bodies visible.
Since this dataset was initially collected for clothing parsing, a single garment may be split
into multiple segments (e.g. a shirt worn under a buttoned blazer may appear as a segment at
the neck, plus 2 shirt cuff segments at each wrist). To convert the semantic segmentations into
instance annotations, each segment (connected component) is treated as an instance with corre-
sponding bounding box. This definition is slightly different than COCO [11] or Cityscapes [92]
and produces more small instances. However, we experimentally observe benefits to this ap-
proach over combining all segments from a garment into a single instance/BBox because it
doesn’t require the model to make long range predictions across large occlusions.
Table 5.1 shows the class definition and statistics of the Varied Clothing Dataset. Because
we convert each segment(connected component) of semantic segmentation into an instance anno-
tation, the number of training instance is much more than usual. Another is the diverse classes.
This makes it more challenging for semantic segmentation approaches to generate clean results.
In our experiments, the train and validation sets contain 5493 and 500 images respectively
and all images are 1280×720 pixels or higher. For training the first stage, we use an ImageNet
Classification pre-trained model, with prediction layer weights initialized according to a normal
distribution(mean=0, standard derivation=0.01). We set batch size to 8, learning rate to 0.01, and
train for 70,000 iterations, dropping the learning rate by 0.1 at 40,000 and 60,000 iterations. We
also use this setting for training the second stage (including the semantic segmentation branch).
For the input image, we resize the short side to 800 pixels and limit the long side to 1333.
Ablation Study:Effectiveness of different settings: Table 5.2 shows the performance of our
models under different settings with ResNet-50 as the backbone network. PanopticFirst, we re-
port the performance of baseline instance (row 1) and semantic segmentation models (rows 2-3).
Next, we show results on Panoptic models that integrate instance and semantic segmentation
(Panoptic-P2 and Panoptic-FPN, rows 4 and 5). Adding our proposed IMP operator significantly
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Class Super Class # Train # Val Area(x2)
Hair Body 7,260 635 192
Skin Body 34,795 3,074 119
Top/T-shirt G-Top 4,364 424 221
Sweater/Cardigan G-Top 1,906 148 266
Jacket/Blazer G-Top 2,360 183 261
Coat G-Top 1,597 161 279
Shirt/Blouse G-Top 2,650 244 229
Vest G-Top 266 20 220
Pants/Jeans G-Bottom 2,763 217 261
Tights/Leggings G-Bottom 930 116 214
Shorts G-Bottom 532 60 203
Socks G-Bottom 803 80 174
Skirt G-Bottom 1,281 114 262
Dress G-Whole 2,728 241 340
Jumpsuit G-Whole 273 31 370
Shoes Footwear 6,619 591 118
Boots Footwear 1,801 109 142
Hat/Headband Accessories 983 111 192
Scarf/Tie Accessories 909 88 274
Watch/Bracelet Accessories 2,627 206 86
Bag Accessories 3,284 263 186
Gloves Accessories 431 41 210
Necklace Accessories 1,711 134 131
Glasses Accessories 1,329 129 89
Belt Accessories 1,035 95 110
Table 5.1: Varied Clothing Dataset Class Definition and statistics.
increases semantic segmentation performance when incorporated into each of these base models
(rows 6 and 7), improving absolute performance of Panoptic-P2 by 9.45 mIOU and 1.42 in mAcc,
and improving Panoptic-FPN by 2.02 mIOU and 4.44 in mAcc. For reference, we also experi-
ment with adding IMP to the base Mask R-CNN model (row 1), and achieve semantic segmenta-
tion performance better than Semantic-FPN and Panoptic-P2, and comparable to Panoptic-FPN
without requiring a dedicated semantic segmentation branch.
Ablation Study:Accuracy near the boundary: Another question we consider is how much this
method helps refine object boundaries, since producing an accurate object contour may be nec-
essary for applications like visual search or virtual clothing try-on. In Figure 5.4, we analyze the





1 Mask R-CNN-IMP 29.9 26.7 43.91 56.93
Pure Semantic Segmentation
2 Semantic-P2 NA NA 37.00 48.57
3 Semantic-FPN NA NA 42.66 55.19
+Multitasking Training
4 Panoptic-P2 29.8 26.4 37.14 48.82
5 Panoptic-P2-IMP 30.6 26.8 46.59 59.24
+Adding IMP
6 Panoptic-FPN 29.6 26.7 45.01 57.08
7 Panoptic-FPN-IMP 30.4 26.8 47.03 61.52
Table 5.2: Ablation Study on Varied Clothing Datasetwith ResNet-50 as the backbone network.
We train the model with different settings, Panoptic-P2 vs Panoptic-FPN, w/wo Instance Mask
Projection(IMP), w/wo BBox/Mask prediction head. For the BBox, and Mask, we use the COCO
evaluation metric. For the semantic segmentation metric, we use mean IOU and mean Accuracy.
Panoptic-FPN-IMP Panoptic-FPN Semantic-FPN Mask R-CNN-IMP








(a) mIOU vs distance











(b) mAccuracy vs distance
Figure 5.4: Analysis of mask accuracy for pixels within varying distances to the ground truth ob-
ject boundary. In this Figure, we use Panoptic FPN as the backbone network and show 4 models,
Semantic-FPN, Mask R-CNN-IMP, Panoptic-FPN, and Panoptic-FPN-IMP to show mIOU and
mAccuracy with respect to L2 distance to boundary in pixels (X Axes).
that for pixels close to the boundary, semantic and instance/semantic methods all perform much
better than Mask-R-CNN-IMP and this gap decreases for larger distances. This is because Mask
R-CNN generates 28×28 instance masks. Therefore, once we project the instance segmentation
results on the canvas, the boundary will not be sharp, but pixels near the center of the object will
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be labeled correctly. We also generally observe larger improvements of the IMP operator on
pixels near the boundary, with benefits dropping off for central pixels.






skin hair hat tie glasses necklace
t-shirt shirt dress jacket coat
shoes boots pants leggings jumpsuit
Figure 5.5: From left to right, images, results of Panoptic-FPN, results of Mask R-CNN-IMP,
results of our final model, Panoptic-FPN-IMP. Figure 5.5b, Figure 5.5c and 5.5d show Mask
R-CNN-IMP generates cleaner results than Panoptic-FPN. Figure 5.5a shows combing semantic
segmentation features and IMP can fix problems happened in both. Figure 5.5b shows Mask
R-CNN-IMP causes less false positives. The visualization images are not from either Varied
Clothing Dataset nor ModaNet [12] to avoid potential copyright questions. All images shown are
licensed. See more examples in Figure 5.6.
Qualitative results:In Figure 5.5, we show some qualitative examples. In some cases, 5.5b, 5.5d,
Mask R-CNN-IMP already produces a better semantic segmentation than the Panoptic-FPN ar-
chitecture. We also observe that often, when an object is small (tie, watch), or plain and covering
a large area, IMP enhanced methods generally perform better. In Figure 5.5a, by combining the
semantic segmentation features and IMP, our model fixes category confusions occurring on dif-
ferent regions of an object. Although most training images in the Varied Clothing Datasetonly
contain one person per image, we see that our model generalizes well to complicated examples
containing multiple people (Figure 5.5c).
Figure 5.6 contains more diverse photos, such as vintage photos, layflat photos and images
with full or half-bodies visible. Although Mask R-CNN-IMP can generate cleaner results than
Panoptic-FPN, Mask R-CNN-IMP also incurs poor performance on boundaries of large objects
which was caused by the low resolution output of Mask R-CNN3. Our final model Panoptic-FPN-
3 28×28
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IMP can generate sharp semantic segmentation results but also makes labeling of pixels from the
same objects consistent.
Image Panoptic-FPN Mask R-CNN-IMP Panoptic-FPN-IMP
skin hair hat tie glasses necklace shoes boots pants coat jumpsuit
t-shirt shirt dress jacket leggings
Figure 5.6: This Figure is an extension of Figure 5.5. From left to right, images, results of
Panoptic-FPN, results of Mask R-CNN-IMP, results of our final model, Panoptic-FPN-IMP. The
proposed method, IMP, works well on different types of clothing parsing examples, from vintage




ModaNet [12] is a large clothing parsing dataset, containing annotations for BBox, instance-
level masks, and semantic segmentations. It contains 55k images (52,377 images in training and
2,799 images in validation), sampled on an existing fashion focused dataset of images from the
Chictopia website. The ModaNet data is relatively low resolution (640x480 or smaller) compared
to the Varied Clothing Dataset data, sampled to generally contain a single full-body depiction of
a standing person, centrally located in the image. 13 clothing categories are labeled (without skin,
hair, or background) at relatively high fidelity (but less pixel-accuracy than the Varied Clothing
Dataset).
We use a similar two-stage ImageNet classification pre-training method as for the Varied
Clothing Dataset, training for 90k iterations, dropping the learning rate at 60k and 80k iterations.
Here, we resize the input image to limit its short side to 600 and long side to 1000. During train-
ing, we use multi-scale training by randomly changing the short side to {400, 500, 600, 700,
800}.
Model BBox Mask Semantic
(mIOU)
Semantic-P2 NA NA 64.60
Panoptic-P2 57.2 55.5 65.93
Mask R-CNN-IMP 57.2 55.5 66.23
Panoptic-P2-IMP 58.0 55.9 69.65
Panoptic-FPN-IMP 57.8 55.6 71.41
Table 5.3: Results on ModaNet with ResNet-50 as the backbone model. Panoptic-P2-IMP
and Mask R-CNN-IMP both provide improvements on semantic segmentation compared to
Semantic-P2 and Panoptic-P2.
Table 5.3 shows experimental results demonstrating the addition of the IMP operator. We
evaluate baseline models, Semantic-P2 and Panoptic-P2, 64.60% and 65.93% mIOU, respec-
tively. Compared to these models, we see that Mask R-CNN-IMP can generate better results on
semantic segmentation without a dedicated semantic segmentation head. This also matches our
previous experiments on the Varied Clothing Dataset. Adding IMP to Panoptic-P2, Panoptic-P2-
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IMP achieves a semantic performance of 69.65%, outperforming Panoptic-P2 by 3.72% mIOU,
and Panoptic-FPN-IMP even further improves mIOU to 71.41%.
Model mean bag belt boots foot- outer dress sun- pants top shorts skirts head scarf&wear glasses wear tie
FCN-32 [43] 35 27 12 32 33 36 28 25 51 38 40 28 33 17
FCN-16 [43] 37 26 19 32 38 35 25 37 51 38 40 23 41 16
FCN-8 [43] 38 24 21 32 40 35 28 41 51 38 40 24 44 18
FCN-8satonce [43] 38 26 20 31 40 35 29 36 50 39 38 26 44 16
CRFasRNN [93] 41 30 18 41 39 43 32 36 56 40 44 26 45 22
DeepLabV3+ [46] 51 42 28 40 51 56 52 46 68 55 53 41 55 31
Ours:
R50 Panoptic-P2-IMP 69.7 74.8 57.4 59.7 59.4 69.2 64.2 68.5 77.2 67.7 71.9 62.7 75.3 97.5
R50 Panoptic-FPN-IMP 71.1 77.1 58.1 57.9 59.1 72.2 68.2 68.4 80.4 68.7 72.5 67.9 76.2 97.9
R101 Panoptic-FPN-IMP 71.4 77.9 59.0 58.8 59.4 72.0 68.3 68.6 79.3 69.1 74.1 67.8 76.4 97.9
Table 5.4: Comparison to the baseline models provided by ModaNet. Our model shows 20.4%
absolute improvement for mean IOU. For certain categories, especially those whose size is quite
small such as belt, sunglasses, headwear and scarf & tie, our models show dramatic improvement.
For simplicity, we use R50 and R101 to represent ResNet0-50 and ResNet-101.
In Table 5.4, we also train our final model, Panoptic-FPN-IMP with ResNet-101 and com-
pare to the baseline results provided by ModaNet [12]. First, our model achieves 20.4% abso-
lute mIOU improvement compared to the best performing semantic segmentation algorithm,
DeepLabV3+, provided by ModaNet. Plus, we achieve more consistent results, scoring over 50%
IOU for each class. Compared to the baseline results, our model does extremely well on small
objects, e.g. belt, sunglasses, headwear, scarf&tie (on scarf&tie we achieve 97.9% mIOU). We
have some speculations about these improvements. Compared to semantic segmentation methods
which tend to base their predictions on fixed scale local regions, object detection takes context
from a dynamically chosen region around the object, providing an advantage for segmentation.
We also observe improvements on confusing classes, e.g. the bottom part of a dress is visually
similar to a skirt. Purely semantic segmentation methods may not be able to differentiate ambigu-
ous cases as well as methods that exploit context determined by object detection.
5.2.3 Cityscapes
We also experiment on Cityscapes [92], an ego-centric self-driving car dataset. All images
are high-resolution (1024×2048) with 19 semantic segmentation classes, and instance-level
masks for 8 thing-type categories. The collection contains two sets, fine-annotation and coarse-
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annotation sets. We focus our experiments on fine-annotation, containing 2975/500/1525 train/-
val/test images.
For Cityscapes, we use the COCO model as the pre-trained model, reusing the weights in the
prediction layer for all classes except “Rider” which does not exist in COCO (weights are ran-
domly initialized). Then, the input is resized to 1024×2048 , or 800×1600 randomly. We follow
Panoptic FPN [5] to add three data augmentations: multi-scaling, color distortion, and hard boos-
trapping. For multi-scaling, the short side of the input image is resized to {512, 724, 1024, 1448,
2048} randomly and cropped to 512×1024. The color distortion randomly increases/decreases
brightness, contrast, and saturation 40%, and shifts the Hue {-0.4, 0.4}. Hard boostrapping se-
lects the top 10, 25, 50 percent of pixels for the loss function.
In contrast to Varied Clothing Dataset and ModaNet, we skip the first-stage training, since
the pretrained model from COCO already provides strong enough performance. We set batch
size to 16, learning rate to 0.005, and train for 130,000 iterations, dropping the learning rate by
0.1 at 80,000 and 110,000 iterations. For Cityscapes, we focus evaluations on the FPN-Panoptic
network.
Ablation Study of Parameter Choice: For Cityscapes, we focus evaluations on the FPN-Panoptic
network (ablation study in Table 5.5) and shows the effectiveness of each component. Color Jit-
ter shows the marginally improvement in Table 5.5a. For Hard Boostraping, we see consistent
improvements when setting the lower ratio in Table 5.5b. Multi-scale Training definitely helps
a lot and also reduce overfitting on BBox/Mask prediction in Table 5.5c. Instance Mask Pro-
jection provides around 1.35/1.5 improvement without any data augmentation and with all data
augmentations.
Compared to the Varied Clothing Dataset and ModaNet, we observe less dramatic overall
improvement from IMP. One reason is that only 8 of 19 classes are ”thing” like categories where
we expect our method to be most helpful. In Table 5.6, we show two comparison sets (with and
without data augmentation) for each Cityscapes class.
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CJ BBox Mask mIOU
36.9 32.7 72.74
Y 36.8 32.8 73.12
(a) Color Jitter: Adding Color Jitter improves
the performance marginally.
BS Box Mask mIOU
0.50 37.8 34.0 73.81
0.25 38.4 34.1 73.93
0.10 38.7 34.7 74.94
(b) Hard Boostraping: Lower Bootstrapping
provides the better accuracy. Color Jitter is
used.
MS Box Mask mIOU
38.7 34.7 74.94
Y 40.7 36.5 76.11
(c) Multi-scale training: consistently improves
three different measures. Color Jitter is used
and Bootstrapping is set as 0.10
IMP Box Mask mIOU
Without all the Data Augmentation
36.9 32.7 72.74
Y 36.9 32.5 74.09
With all the Data Augmentation
40.7 36.5 76.11
Y 39.8 35.8 77.49
(d) IMP:improves the two scenarios with and
without data augmentation. See Table 5.6 for
more details.
Table 5.5: Performance Analysis of each module used on Cityscapes val set. For simplicity, we
use the following abbreviation: MS:multi-scale training, CJ:Color Jitter, BS:Hard Boostraping,
IMP:Instance Mask Projection,
For the Stuff classes, the difference are minor, except ‘Wall‘ (-1.6/-6.7). For the Thing classes,
certain classes are improved dramatically, especially those that have fewer training instances
or that are smaller, i.e. Rider, Truck, Bus, Train, Motorcycle. In fact, over all Thing classes we
observe a mIOU increase of 4.2/3.2, with and without data augmentation respectively.
More discussion on Thing Classes: Table 5.7 shows the mIOU difference of Thing classes of
Cityscapes with and without the data augmentation. This Table is part of Table 5.6 but adds
number of instances and area information. We found out the improvement is also similar to the
clothing datasets. First, the classes with less examples are improved more. See Train(#158),
Bus(#350), Truck(#466), and Motorcycle(#705). Another is the improvement among the con-
fusing classes. Although Rider contains enough examples, its similarity to Person, makes its
mIOU lower. Our model is useful to distinguish these cases and increases the mIOU of Rider
significantly.
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terrain sky person rider car truck bus train motor-
cycle
bicycle
Without all the Data Augmentation
97.7 81.7 91.2 41.2 51.7 58.8 67.3 74.6 91.6 59.3 93.8 81.2 60.3 93.6 61.4 80.4 63.2 57.0 76.1
IMP 97.6 81.5 91.2 39.6 52.0 59.2 66.6 74.9 91.5 59.7 93.8 81.9 64.7 93.8 63.9 81.6 74.0 63.5 76.7
With all the Data Augmentation
97.7 82.5 91.7 45.0 56.4 61.4 69.6 77.1 91.7 60.1 94.3 82.4 64.0 94.7 74.5 84.5 77.6 62.9 77.9
IMP 97.9 83.6 91.4 38.3 55.9 62.0 69.9 77.5 91.9 59.8 94.5 83.5 69.1 95.1 83.9 91.4 83.1 67.2 78.7
Table 5.6: Comparisons of per Class IOU with and without IMP on Cityscapes. We show two
scenarios without (top) and with (bottom) data augmentation. We see Instance Mask Projec-
tion(IMP) improves both scenarios. For Thing classes, we see 4.2/3.2 mIOU improvement
with/without all data augmentation.
Class Difference #Instances Total area
DA
Person 0.7 1.1 17,395 64,901,113
Rider 4.4 5.1 1,660 7,169,330
Car 0.2 0.4 26,180 380,112,819
Truck 2.5 9.4 466 14,657,648
Bus 1.2 6.9 350 12,684,337
Train 9.8 5.5 158 11,643,940
Motorcycle 6.5 4.3 705 5,037,718
Bicycle 0.6 0.8 3,433 14,646,908
Average 3.2 4.2
Table 5.7: Analysis of Semantic Segmentation classes which are also Instance Segmentation.
There is a correlation if the class has fewer instances and area, it gets more improvement from
Instance Mask Projection. DA: with Data Augmentation.
Comparisons to the state-of-art methods: Besides ResNet-50, we also train our final model,
Panoptic-FPN-IMP with ResNet-101 and ResNeXt-101-FPN to compare with state-of-the-art
methods on Cityscapes val set (Table 5.8). Our method is still better than Panoptic FPN [5],
though the improvements are reduced when using more complex models. Overall, we observe
our simple model can achieve similar performance to those models using heavily engineering
methods.
Qualitative Results: Figure 5.7 shows the visualization examples of results of our models.
We found that the qualitative results are also similar to the clothing datasets. Our final model,
Panoptic-FPN-IMP, provides leaner results. See the better results of segments of Bus and Truck
in Figure 5.7a and 5.7b. Another interesting case is Rider which means the person on the motor-
cycle or bicycle. The top part of Rider of Panoptic-FPN in Figure 5.7c and 5.7d are misclassi-
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Method Backbone mIOU
PSANet101 [47] ResNet-101-D8 77.9
Mapillary [49] WideResNet-38-D8 79.4
DeeplabV3+ [46] X-71-D16 79.6





Table 5.8: Comparisons on Cityscapes val set. Our models obtain 0.6 and 0.3 mIOU improve-
ment over Panoptic-FPN [5] on the same backbone architectures.





Figure 5.7: From left to right, images, results of Panoptic-FPN, Panoptic-FPN-IMP and
GroundTruth. With the Instance Mask Projection, our final model, shows cleaner results on
Truck(a), Bus(b), and Rider(c,d) classes.
fied as Person. But with Instance Mask Projection, our final model shows correct labeling of all
pixels of Rider.
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Preliminary results on Pascal VOC dataset
In order to demonstrate the generalization of the proposed method in the general object
dataset and properly utilize the instance segmentation results, here we add new results on the
dataset from PASCAL in Detail Challenge at CVPR’17. 4, This version of PASCAL VOC con-
tains 4,996(train), and 5,104(val) images which include both semantic segmentation and instance
segmentation labeling. As the evaluation server is not available, we train on the training set and
report preliminary results on the validation set. Table 5.9 shows the respective performance im-
provement from multitask training and IMP operator. As we can see, the improvement is not
trivial. The IMP operator improves 2.74% absolutely improvement for mean IOU. The improve-






Panoptic-FPN-IMP Y Y 66.06
Table 5.9: Ablation study of semantic segmentation accuracy on the PASCAL in Detail Chal-
lenge dataset from CVPR’17. We use the same models which were proposed in Section 3 . The
backbone network is ResNet-50.
5.2.4 Inference Speed Analysis
Due to the different number of instance classes and input resolutions, the speed performance
of models can vary. In experiments, we find the results are quite consistent and very efficient,
adding IMP only costs ∼1-2 ms in inference on top of each baseline model. The inference time
of all the models used in the experiments can be found in Table 5.10.
4 https://sites.google.com/view/pasd/dataset?authuser=0
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Table 5.10: Speed performance analysis. In this table, we show the speed performance for each
model. For simplicity, we use the following abbreviations:R50:ResNet-50. R101:ResNet-101.
X101:ResNeXt-101
5.3 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a new operator, Instance Mask Projection, which projects the re-
sults of instance segmentation as a feature representation for semantic segmentation. It easily
combines top-down and bottom-up information for semantic segmentation. This operator is
simple but powerful. Experiments adding IMP to Panoptic-P2/Panotpic-FPN show consistent
improvements, with negligible increases in inference time. Although we only apply it to Panoptic-
P2/Panoptic-FPN, this operator can generally be applied to other architectures as well.
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